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PRICE 4 CENT*

IJr. Bishop, Mr. Burnham amd Mr.
NOTED MEN TO
ASSOCIATION
A NOVEL W AY
Whipple, together with Mr. Jolimscn, “ NASH” OF MAINE
BE PRESENT Whitney
8uperintejnden!t
of intl!etheKarry
payn<?
AT THE HELM
preserve
Adirondacks,
ELECTS OFFICERS
TO ECONOMIZE
/
and Mr. Hooper of the New York
Fish and Game Legislative Committee; constitute the “ Friendship Club”
which meets once each year at the
camp of one cf the members. This
year they will be Dr. Bishop’s guests
at his camp, Harmony Lodge during
_______ _
i the week of January 18-22, and it is
partly because of this fact that the
Hon. John B. Burnham, formerly Maine organization has been able to
Chief Game Protector fo the state secure men of national importance to
New 1 ork, and now president of (attend their meeting,
the American Game Prtoective
an
Return cards already received by
Propagation Society of New York, ha (Secretary Wbiteliouse indicate that
accepted an invitation to speak at the! the attendance of members will be
annual meeting of the Maine Sports-! larger than usual,
men’s Fish and Game Association at
Augusta, January 21.

Plans BeiDg Made to Make This
the Best Meeting Yet of
the Association.

Lend a

Hand And Make It the Biggest Succes Ever

Maine Woods So Familiar Can Trav
el Without Address

At a meeting- held by the execu
tive board of the Maine Automobile
association at the Falmouth hotel las
week the following officers
were
elected for the ensuing year:
Greenleaf, Kansas, Jan. 5, 1915.
As previously announced in this
President— Philip J. Deering
of j To the Editor of Maine Woods;
paper, there is going to be an old |Portland.
Yout will please find
postoffice
fashioned Sportsman’s Show* at the
Vice president—Prof.
George T. ( money order in payment for the con
Grand Central Palace, New York City Files of Brunswick, Charles H. Fogg I
tinuance of papers. They have been
February 20th to 27th.
cf Houlton, Robert J. Peacock of j faithful servants for a long time. And
This show will be under the mana Lubec, Wilfred A. Hennessy of Ban a ssiinguiar thing happened to them
gement of Captain J. A. H. Dressel gor, Forrest H. Colby of Bingham, several years ago.
They found their
who has a great many friends and John S. Hyde of Bath.
way into my postoffice box, minus a
acquaintances in “ Maine” which ne
who
Secretary
and
treasurer—John j wrapper, or anything to show
made during a period covering the C.ark Scates of Westbrook.
they were from or who to, but I con
time from 1895 to-1910, during which
Committee
chairman—Legislative Icluded that they had been such con
time he managed the
Sportsman’s
Mr. Burnham is one of the b e s t 1
committee, Charles A. I-iill of Bel- i stant travelers over the road that
Show at Madison Square Garden. As
known game protectionists in the j
grade Lakes; good
roads,
Prof., mail clerks recognized them on sight,
a great many readers of this paper
country and his presence will aid
ARF A ll
George T. Files of Brunswick; mem and passed them on to their destina
materially to the interest of the meetI X l V l l l i probably’ know, the show went into
bership, James J. Pooler of Portland; tion.
the hand.% of a different management,
ing, which promdses to be the best I
_ _ _____
- *.
touring information and publicity,
and very rapidly deteriorated, until,
in many years.
We are having srme fine weather
tyaniel W- Hoegg of Portland.
Vienna, Austria, Dec. 7, 1914. at the present time, the show in
al
resent, hut the last month of the
An invitation also has been extendRoad book committee'—Daniel W.
Madison Square Garden is a t’arcA
old year was cold,, with the thermom
ei to Hon. James S. Whipple of N e w |Tc
Et^tor of Maine Woods:
Hoegg, chairman, Walter B. Parker,
eter ranging all the way from zero
Captain J. Waldo Nash., the taxi- j p rof Georgy T Files
York, wiho was for eight years For,
. „
I I received your number of Novem- dermist of Norway, Maine, has taken
to 10 below with about six inches of
est, Fish and Game Commissioner
Prof. Files resigned as director in
Just enough to
o? that state, and It is believed that j lier
an<1 t,lank you tor P“ WtBWng the interests of “ Maine” in hand, order to become vice president and snow on the ground.
give
us
about
ten
days
of fairly
and purposes to make one of the
lie will attend the meeting and speak. IV>y article.
the vacancy on the board of direct good sleighing; something we have
finest
exhibits
he
has
ever
attempt
Mr. Whipple is of national reputa-! You will also kindly forgive me
ors was filled by the election of not had in several years.
Farmers
To bhqise who have ever seen
tion, and is a forceful and brilliant if I do a little commenting on the ed.
Walter B. Parker of Portland.
are predicting a larger crop of wheat
his
exhibits,
this
means
a
great
deal,
“ Does not think much of
speaker as well.
If these two men headlines.
this year than last, for this blanket
——---------------address the Maine sportsmen’s meet American Journalism.’ ’ ' I am con as he has made exhibits, practicalof snow is just the thing for it.
i t /\
ing it will be more than worth while vinced that a certain group of jour ly all over the civilized world.
nals
are
one-sided,
bait
that
doesn’t
for the members of the legislature,
This exhibit will be typical of V s U K l l i J W vrlflr
They are still “ butchering” each
No one from any section
and the public in general,to attend. say yet that the rest of them are “ Maine.”
other over in the old country and a
The meeting will be opento every- j not all right.
x
of “ Maine” can go in there and par
little of it is being done nearer home,
one interested.
! American public opinion only think ticipate in the exhibit, but what they
in Mexico.
will be able to point with pride to
Monarchy of Kings and Queens has
The announcement that Dr. Heber
Poor little Belgium, poor France,
some trophy or trophies on the wall
got to go, and if a regiment or two
Bishop of Boston would show
his i etc., but doesn’t knowwhat Russia that came from their section.
had started out at tire declaration of
moving pictures on fish and game sub- or Serbia means for us or doesn’t
As so much space has been taken,
war and rounded up a dozen or two
jects has aroused the interest of
and the space is limited, it is im
of the ring leaders and gone out
sportsmen from all over the state.
ostrich policy.
But you will kind- portant that anyone desiring to take
back and made a “ bee” it
would
The series include salmon fishing and
have been well.
moose hunting in New Brunswick, W note that this interests us moie small space of Captain Nash should
correspond with him at once.
and trout fishing in our own Range-j than everything else,
Governor Curtis now lias Ins deniOur “high” cost of living is atAnyone with wimps can do *en-|M ratk cottneiJ CDneW.tto« or the totley Lakes.
The longest and most . wjg,^ y0U and aii friends a merry
tibuted to some extent to the war.
well
with
a
fro
A
age
of
two
or
three
important reel was taken during a
lowing; Dr. C. M. Sleeper of South
especially the high cost of meat.
Xmas and a happy New Year.
feet for their advertising
matter Berwick; John Clark
10 days’ trip in New Brunswick when
Scates of
which will be all that will be nec Westbrook; O. W. Simmons of King- Everybody knows that the meat food
Yours truly,
Dr. Bishop and his party saw 103
of the west' is “ bacon” and it
essary for them.
moose.
„ Jack Hubei.
field; Silas T. Lawry of Fairfielid;
The space rental will be $1.50 per J. A. Cunningham of Ellsworth; Mie- comes a little dear to them, who
have large families to support, so
square foot, and everything will be ajah. Hudson of Guilford; F. W. Burn- a novel, way to economize lias been
j done for them, counters, signs and i am of Milbridge.
adopted by one party.
...
,
The above were elected
without
To find out about it, write to
2 i everything
Tho’ Jack Frost is around
The head of the family cuts a
else.
c
,
.
T
i trouble Tuesday morning as Libby cf
E.D. GRANT CQ. SONS CO., {
narrow
strip of meat, ties a string
And his presence we feel,
Captain Nash will be very glad to
„raa
MerriiM, one of the Progressives was to one end of it and hangs
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
% 1hear from any guides who would at-1 abl8ent
Soon Spring will be here
and the Democrats
polled
it up over a chair.
The old
G R AN T S* CAM PS
And the song of the reel
tend this show, and would come into their full strength.. John E. Bunker est child climbs iuto the chair and
the space and work to secure busi- (was also elected secretary of state.
reaches for the meat string, takes it
The deadlock is at last broken and in lids, or her mouth, oliews it a sec
ness for themselves, and will give
! Hon. E. E. NeVhert wins out for
them valurajb-le assistance and valuable, ,.,ate Treaslu.er, a€atos, „ „ „ former, ond, then jumps down and gives
tlit next one a chance, until all
1 BALD MOUNTAIN CAMP4
| advice a« to keeping down
i Hon, J . W. Simpson,
have been served.
K
•X
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the fo o t of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eexpenses while in New York. There
The p ranklin county members have
(They slay it works all right.)
& ru n tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—A uto g
will be no other expense attached to fared thus on the committees:
E.
;X road to cam ps—T elephone con n ection s—T w o m a ts daily—W rite for free circular.
Hii Huntoon.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain
Maine
>:• t'leir being there, and he would lik e ;1- Herrick
of Rangeley on Inland
’ Fisheries and Game; Mercantile Af
to hear from guides who might con
fairs and insurance, Temperance; C.
sider the idea of going down to that H. Pierce of Farmington, Education,
show.
He would also like to have a Military Affairs; S. J. Wyman of i
group of guides from any section Kingfield, State Lands and Forest
club together and take down a log Preservation; Wilkins of Jay, Way:,
cabin, and the cabin could be used and Bridges.
TiiC first kill in the annual meet
Mountain View* Maine
of
the New England Fox
Hunters’
for their headquarters.
This
tog
F or fu rth er p a r tic u la r s w r ite o r a d d re ss
Club was obtained last Tuesday, by
cabin could probably be sold at a
E. L. Walling of Providence, the
L.
BO W LEY,
good price which would materially
Ipresident. Although the weather con| Mountain View,
.
*
•
Maine.
reduce their expenses.
ditiicnis were bad, the hunters' turned
Iout in good force.
Everything points to one of the
The hunt began in East Lexington,
most prosperoans years in the history
' but the dogs wiere unable to corner
j crf this country.
Owing to eondi; the fox until after a. three-mile run,
i tioms abroad, there is a tremendous
Iending in East Bedford.
i number of people who have been in
j the habit of going to Europe who
j will have to look for a vacation,
Pasadena, Cal., January 4.—To sup
AS
j space in this country, and there is
ply the golf enthusiasts among the
i no reason why “ Maine” should not guests of the Maryland, Pasadena,
! be able to get her share of this with, opportunity to practise putting
after dinner and to play
evening
i additional traffic.
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy o f i ^ If all the old exhibitors who used tournaments, the management of the
access and nearly all the camps are open through the i to go to New York will lend a will hotel ha;s laid out w at is believed
to be the first artificially-illuminated
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and ing hand, and get into the game, putting green in the country. High
there is no reason why “ Maine” power electric lights have been plac
In a session of the legislature it
small game are very abundant.
Drummond of
should not be the one bright spot ed on standards at uniform distances, was ordered by Mr.
from the putting holes, the lights Winslow that the Maine Sportsmen's
in this show.
being so arranged that they shine Fisili and Game Association be grant
Anyone wishing to take space, or
clearly on the holes! which are paint ed the use of Representatives’ hail
write to ed white.
issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be furn go to the show should
Several after-dinner tour for the annual meeting of said as
ished upon application to
Captain Nash at once, as the time is naments have been arranged for the sociation on Thursday afternoon,
January 21st.
season.
Phillips, Maine. very short.
General Manager,
F. N. BEAL,

JACK THINKS SOME

HAS COUNCIL

Franklin County Representatives
On Several Important
Committees

i

FIRST KILL

f|

IN FOX HUNT

| Mountain View House §
E.

ARTIFICIALLY
ILLUMINATED

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
A

HUNTING

RESORT

Several After Dinner Tournaments
Arranged

MEETING TO BE
JANUARY 21

Fish and Game Meeting to be Held
In Representatives’ Hall

The SA$DY RIVER £ RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

M A IN E

NEW YEAR’S MENU
AT MANAVISTA

Golden Dates
English Wain lit s

W OO DS. P H I L L I P S ,

Canton Ginger
Malaga Raisins

American
Roquefort Edam Clheese
Sal tines
Zweibaick
Water Crackers

We are in receipt of one of the
Demi TasiSe
menu cards used at the Manarvista
Hotel, Bradentown,, Florida,
New
Year’s day of which H. A Haskell
is the manager.
lit must have
been a most delicious didtier and
the cards were very attrictively print
ed, green letters on white, with the
monogram., name of hotel and man
ager in gold, embossed in one corner
at th^ top, and a dock in the op
A black bear, large in bis proposite corner surrounded by lighted j portions and evidently bent upon
candles just ready to strike
the getting something to eat, made its
hour of 12.
Below is the menu:
! appearance about 12.10
Thursday

BRUIN APPEARS
AT STROUDWATER

M A IN E , JA N U A R Y

«

14, 1915.

ANNUAL MEETING
GOOD LIST OF
• OF DIRECTORS
GAME SHIPMENTS
Belgrade Hotel Man Appointed Comes Within Two of as Many
Does Killed as Bucks
Chairman of Legislative
Committee

December 9.
1 doe
W. Petterson, Kennebunk,
December 15.
1 doe
F. Peck, Strong,
1 do©
II. Berry, Kingfield,
1 buck
D. Tufts, Kimgfiield,
December 16.
J. N. Ruth, Cleveland,
2 bucks
Ohio,
E H. Sewall, Livermore
1 doe
Falls),
1 doe
E. J. Cobb, Saio,
G W. Alexander, Sahattus , 1 bear
1 buck
Ralph Starbird, Strong,
1 doe
F. A. Roberts, Kingflieid,
December 19.
1 buck
E. R. Roberts. Portland
The record sent ns from the Big
e'ow station wa.s ' 1X1 deer un d five
bear.

The past season the following hunt
ers with their game were recorded at
the Carrahasset station^ on the Kingfield branch of the Steady River &
Ramgeley Lakes railroad.
Thirtyeight bucks, 36 doesi, six bear and
two bear skins are included in the
lot:
October 6.
C. A. Lyon, New Haven,
Conn.,
1 buck S P R I N G V A L E
Wiil.iam BaisImrcT, Newark, N.

Portland, Jauyiary 9.—Philip
J.
Deering o-f Portland, one of the best
knojvn good roads men in the state
and a member of the Maine State
Highway Commission
waist elected
president of tl-e Maine Automobile
Association at the annual meeting of
the directors held in this city yesl
noon near the home of O. C. 'Tut terday afternoon.
GAME
Grapefruit Cocktail
F IS H A N D
tle, 376 Westbrook street, in the
Charles II. Fogg, editor of the
C
L
U
B
.
Stroud water district, Portland.
It
Aroostook Times, Moulton, was el
J.,
1
do©
Mock Turtle A L’Aaglaise
was seen by Mrs. Tuttle making
ected second vice president; R. J.
October 14.
Consomme Aux Ohoux
its way
across
a
field
in
The annua*, meeting of Springvale
Peacock, canned goods packer and If. C. Knox, Hartford1, Conn., 2 does
front of the house.
Startled at the
Fish
and Game Club was held in
State
Senator
for
Washington
county,
P. Berry .and sen,
1 bear
Queen Clives
Salited Almonds; discovery she watched the animal
the club rooms, Fogg’s block, laj»t
was elected third vice president; W. Highland Cartridge Corporation,
Celery
closely, thinking that she might be
Reports of Secretary' L. W.
A. Uemneesy of Bangor, secretary o!
1 doe week.
Hartford, Conn.,
mistaken as to its identity. A mo
Stanley and Treasurr Willis H. Fol
Commence
Filet of Sole Baked a Da Venitienne ment later, the creature rose up on ti e Bangor Chamber of
October 15
som showed the dub to be in good
and of the Banger Automobile Club,
Potatoes Gastronome
its hind legs and looked rather in
Robert Marron, Jersey
standing as to membership and fi
was made fourth vice president; Hen
tently toward the Tuttle lionise. This
bear sikirn
City, N. J.,
nances.
Broiled Spanish Mackerel Maitre was too much for Mrs. Tuttle, who Forrest 11. Colby of Bingham, lumb
October
19.
The following board of directors:
er
dealer
and
State
senator
from
D’Hotel
was alone at the farm house and
H. F. Small, Livermore
.\
Somerset
county,
was
chosen
fifth
was
elected for the ensuing year:
Saratoga Chips!
she ran to the telephone to notify
2 bears Howard L. Burr. F. J. Pease, Willis
Falls, Me.,
the Castners, who are near neigh j vice. president; and John S. Hyde,
October 22.
H. Folsom, Luther W.
Stanley,
Tenderloin of Beef, Larded Financier bors.
When she returned to ' the j one of the me sit prominent buelin ess
men of Bath, was elected sixth vice W. H. White, Jr., Lewiston. 1 doe Charles E. Merrifield, Alfred Pear
Patties of Philadelphia. Capon
window the bear bad disappeared,
son, Herbert Pitts, C. E. Boucher.
October 27.
Stuffed Green Peppers Au Monte ; and it is thought that he may have Ipresident..
Guy
Raymond.
Prof.
George
T.
Files
of
Bowddin
1
doe
H.
B.
Chapman,
Kennebunk,
Belilo
seen her move from the window and
College, one of the .best known good
The new directors then clios© o f 
October ' 28.
*
Sponge Fritters, Brandy Sauce
have been frightened away. As soon
ficers as follows:
as the alarm was spread by Mrs. roads advocates in the State, re°ig Albert Hild, Jersey City.
was elected
President—Dr. C. E. Boucher.
1 bear
N. J.,
Cardinal Punch
Castner, three men started immedi ned as director and
first vice president to succeed Presi 11. Ahvood, King,field,
First Vice President— F. J. Pease.
1 doe
a tely for the Tuttle house as scon
dent-elect
Deering
who
has
held
teat
Second Vice President—C. E. MerOctober
30.
Roast Prime Ri-b.eJ of Beef Au Jus |a,s they had armed themselves. They
last two years. James Murray, Springvale,
doe i rifield.
Roast Watertown Goose, Spiced Jelly i were James Barry, Roy Fritz and position for the
Sec ret ary—Alfred Pearson.
doe
|Charles Carter, while they were join Walter B. Parker who has made a Frank Lord, Springvale,
Association
Treasurer—Guy Raymond.
October 31.
Boiled Potatoes
Steamed Rice ed later by Mr. Tuttle, who was splendid head of the
The new officers were instructed
Marrow Squash. notified and started
Crushed Potatoes
immediately since 1913, declined to stand for re- G. W. 6 bllins, Edgeworth,
e'eetiom
for
business
reasons
and
j
to
arrange for a ladies’ night
in
1
buck
Penn.,
for his home:
James N. Lyons, the
the near future, and other social
Roast Jumbo Squab Au Cresson
Stoudwater blacksmith, H. M. Cast- was elected to the board of direct-ig H McKee, Blue Hill,
Me.,
1 doe events during the winter months.
ntr.
Others also joined in the clias i ors to succeed Prof. Files.
November 7.
Hon. John Clark Scates of West
i but u.p to the hour of going to press
Asparagus Tips With Tomatoes
1 doe
brook who has: served in hits present Ray Spaulding, Strong,
Fruit En Surprise
none had caught sight of old bruin.
November 11.
capacity for the past two years, was
1 buck
Raspberry
Short Cake, Whipped
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’S S H O W E H I- re-elected afacretary-treasurer of the L. A. Bump, Wilton,
1 doe
Dr. C. F. Rowell, Wilton,
Cream
T lO N O F F E R S T H E BEST C H A N C E organization for the ensuing year.
FAMOUS
Mr. Deering, the new president, is j
November 14.
Oranee Meringue Pie
Apple Pie EVER TO T H E H O T E L A N D C A M P
I
on
.9
of
the
best
known
and
most
airDr.
Haskell,
Brunswick,
1
doe
>
P R O P R IE T O R S OF T H E S T A T E TO
BACKWOODS
A D V E R T I S E FOR T H E I R S U M M E R dent g<x A roads workersi in Maine |Albert Hild. Jersey City,
Frozen Pudding
2 bucks ; FA IfiY TALES
to-day.
He was the author of the I
N. J.,
Angel Cake
Fruit Cake G UESTS.
Deering State Highway Daw of four |Robert Marron, Jersey City,
! years ago, tl.e first of its kind ini
N. J., 1 buck. 1 doe, 1 bear skin
Maine and lias been active in 'the
November 16.
Ed Grant. Beaver Pond Camps
cause of good roads’’ ever Mince. He 1H. L. Adams, Wilton,
1 buck
New reading: matter, intereetir g.
was appointed a member of the
November 17.
The first edition was exhausted nr uch sooner
than w e expected ard the l eputar demand w u
j Maine State Hgilhway Commission by N. R. Longfellow,
ao great for a second edition that we published
Lewiston,
1 buck, 1 doe an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
|Governor Haines when that body was
(postpaid) at the low price named.
1organized nearly two years ago, and M. D. French, Lewiston,
1 buck nnafl
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
; has been one of the most active
November 21.
J W . B RACK ETT CO ,
members of it. Mr. Deering has al II. Plant, Livermore
Phillips. Me.
ways said that lie was for good roads
Falls,
2 bucks
1 buck
for Maine and throughout his work D. Sv Pipper, Rileys,
aiong this Line has endeavored to R. L. Emerson, Auburn,
1 doe
M APS OF M AINE
build roads best suited to the needs L. Sanborn, Kingfiekl,
1 doe
RESORTS A N D ROADS
j of the State and which would bene
November 23.
fit all communities ami all interests. Thomas E. Tarmeitt,
Maine Wt ods has frequent inquiries
He is a prominent Portland lumber
Boston,
1 buck, 1 doe for maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
dealer and is associated in business William Marshall, Fall
ing maps:
1with Col. Howard Winslow who was
River, Mass.,
2 does Franklin County
$ .50
the father of the present automobile L. L. WardwelJ, FarmingSomerset County
.50
I registration law.
ton,
1 doe Oxford County
.50
.50
Charles A. Hill, the hote-Lman of G. W. Talbert, Farmington., 1 buck Piscataquis County
An os took County’
.50
Belgrade Lakes, was appointed chair- H. P. Bum puis;, Farmington, 1 buck Washington County
.50
I man of the legislative
committee. A. Perkins, Welts Beach,
Outing m a p of Maine, 20x36 in
1.00 *
Prof. Georg© T. Files: was named as
Mass.,
1 buck Geological map of Maine
R. R. map of Maine
.3 6
the bead of the good roads committee
November 24.
Androscoggin County
.36
and Gol. J. J. Pooler of Portland R. E. Rowe, Bath, 1 buck, 1 doe Cumberland County
.36
the hobelmam was made eh airman of E. F. Wilson, Thomaston,
1 buck Hancock County
.50
Kennebec County
.36
ti e membership committee. D. W. E. E. Jones. Worcester,
Knox Count}
.36
Iloegg, Jr., was appointed chairman
Mass,
2 bucks Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.36
o* the touring information and pub 'H. E. Jones, Worcester,
Penobscot County
•5o
Waldo
County
.3b
licity Committee ard in addition a
Maas.,
1 buck, 1 doe
.36
imw committee wae authorized
at H. Hackett, Boston,
2 bucks York County
tie annual meeting held in Decem A. W. Buzzelii, Farmington. 1 doe
J . W B R A C K E T T C O .,
ber.
This' wi.'il he known as t 1
November 25.
rord book committee and will con J. H. Keough, Wakefield,
Phillips
Maine.
sist of D. W. Hoegg, Jr., chairman.
Mass.,
1 buck, 1 doe
Walter B. Parker and Prof. George
-----------------------------------------November 29.
T. Files.
This committee was ap R. B. Taylor, Farmingpointed at yesterday's meeting at
ton,
1 buck, 1 bear
which tin1© it was decided to pub F. M. Richards, Farminglish a 1915 edifiO-n of last year's suc
ton,
1 buck
cessful r i d look.
T' .is volume will Arthur Steven si,. Auburn,
G. W . P IC K K L,
1 buck
TA X ID E R M IST
be thoroughly revised and re-written
November 30.
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Piehing TaekJa.
and will contain much additional mat M. N. Morse, North Jay,
1 doe Indian Voceasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
.
MAINS
ter.
It is Expected that it will tie W. R. Tobin, North Jay,
1 buck RANGELEY.
issued early in tihe spring.
G. E. M'Unnoe, North Jay,
1 doe
The new board of directors: for A. E. Burbank, Deering Jet., 1 doe
1915 is as follows:
Hiram Ricker
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
December 2.
They are made for
Poland Springs; E. A. Dot in,, Port H. J. Robinson, Auburn,
1 doe
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
land; Charles A. Hill, Belgrade
December 3.
Known the world over for excel
Lakes; D. N. Taylor, Portland; Si W. H. CIha.se, Woonsocket,
lence. I !lust•ated catalrpud free.
las B. Adams, Portland;
Stanley
IR. I.,
1 buck, 1 do©
M. L. H ETCH EM- CO.,
Bisbee, Rum,ford; Dr. Charles N F. B. Davis, Waterville,
1 buck Monmouth,
.
.
.
Mair
Sleeper, South Berwick; Clbarle*p S.
December 5.
Mich born, Augusta; Leith S. Back. A. M. Deane, Livermore
Houlton; Walter B. Parker, Portland
RAW FURS WANTED
Fall,St,
1 buck
David Talbot, Rook’.land and Wil'rwi G. French, Livermore Falls, 1 luck Direct from the trapper Highest m a
D, Pennell, Lewiston.
Harry Lung©, Kennebunk,
1 doe ket prices with good liberal sort. Good
Other matters’ «-»f importance wert
December 8 .
held separate and all charges paid.
discussed nt the meeting but 11c W. I. Sweetser. Reading,
definite action was taken.
Mass.,
1 1 uck

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bureau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.

TAXIDERMISTS

Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips Maine

A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N. J

'i

M A IN E

THE CLIMATE
OF HAWAII
Most Equable Known—Cool Sum
mers, Warm Winters
The following extract from a re
port written by Dr. Deland E. Cofcr, Assistant Surgeon General, Unit
ed States Marine Hospital Service,
bears directly on the climate of
Hawaii:
“ The element of charm,
which
enters so potently into all things
Hawaiian, makes even the climate
conditions almost impossible of de
scription.
“ Indeed, one lives so comfortably
here that the character of the cli
mate is practicably never thought of.
in the same Way that a sound man
lives oblivious to (his liver. A per
son newly arrived from the lands
where snows and sunstrokes prevail
could give a more convincing
de
scription of our days and nights than
one who through slieer content has
lost ajLl sense of perspective.
“ The weather statistics/ tell the
truth but hardly > <• whole truth.
They show, and with all accuracy,
a rather high rainfall, yet the
lay
man, either beacuse ours rains
usually occur at night or else becaus
he usually Sees them as ‘ liquid sun
shine, ’ would invariably
pronounce
the climate as the dry marine var
iety.
The temperature, humidity an
rainfall vary widely with the expos
ure and elevation sielected as the
point of observation.
Therefore so
long as it is possible to run by
automobile over good roads in a
few hours from the bum id warmth
of the coast to the dry cold of the
highlands, so long will the opinions
of men differ as "‘ o till climate tak
en as a whole
“ Asl Honolulu is the ualural centre
‘and distributing point, one forms Ills
impressions from local climate con
ditions;.
It may be said in general
that the climate is of the
semitropical variety in which the mean
extremes are never reached.
“The fair days are no warmer,
nor the rainy ones more disagree
able than those prevailing
during
the month of June in New
York
City, and withal there is the cer
tainty that these conditions
will
obtain throughout the whole year.
While a great many men dress joust
as they do in the eastern
states',
tie large majority of the population
enjoy the privilege, not to say the
luxury, of being comfortable in white
. ery day in the year.
“ Surf bathing and aquatic sports,
pleasures which are known to com
paratively so few people on
the
mainland are indulged in particular
ly by children in January and July
alike.
In this latitude and longi

SANDY RIVER

& RANGEIEY

LAKES RAILR1AD
TIMETABLE
In Effect,December 14th, 1914.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield, at
5.16 P. vl., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M.
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9 35 A. M and leaves
at 11.00 A. M.

STRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P M . and Tor Phillips and
Kangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Kingfield at 5.50 P.
M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
1.40 P. M- and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.

PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P, M. For
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
* P isian rer trains arrive from Farmington at
12.55
M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
12.20 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN loaves for Farmington at 7.30
A. M Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R ingeley 10.15 A . M.
R A N G E L E Y PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
Farmington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 3.45
P. M. and leave's at 7.30 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER TR AIN leaves at 1.00
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.

KINGFIELD PASSENGER TR AIN leaves for
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M.
ington at 12.40 P. M.

For Farm

BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
Farmington at 10.60 A. M. Arrives from K ingfield at 10.00 A. M.

F. N. B E A L , Gen’ l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.
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tude such conditions it is needle&s to
say are unique and would be im
possible were it not for the trade
winds which keep intact,
health,
comfort and commerce, and make
out-of-door sports a part
of
the
daily routine.
As every one may
live constantly in the open air, the
pleasures of those in good
health
are shared by health seekers. The
medical ■‘don ts’ which are necessary
in so many really good climates
The State of Maine was one of
are unknown here.
Therefore the the first to sl ow an active interest
convalescent in Hawaii has not the in the protection of forests and for
identity wibidh is so often his, and est conservation.
Many years he- 1
which proves not infrequently a har fore the work was so general, Maine
rier to rapid recovery from ailment. had established an organized system
Unlike some climates it
is
not of forest fire protection; had inves
good for every disease to which the tigated the Mt. Katahdin region as
human anatomy is Liable.
For ex a forest reserve; and had establish
ample, persons suffering from pul ed courses of instruction in forestry
monary tuberculosis' will
usually for the training of professional for
thrive far better in Colorado than esters at the State University. This
here.
(In the other hand patients state also organized one of the earl
suffering from nervous complaints, iest of the state forestry assoc la-1
kidney disease, etc., are justified in tions, which accomplished much dur
coming here from almost any part ing the period of its activity.
It,
of the world.
In short, I believe seemed that for the time being all
the influences in Hawaii offer the that could be expected had been ac
least resistance to bodily well be complished, and consequently active
ing of any of the well known health interest in the affairs of the assoc
resorts of the world.
Even if the iation began to diminish, and to-day
meteorological
findings are similar many other states with far less for
in other places,
it is
doubtful
est area, have larger and more ac
whether they make their impress tive associations.
upon the people as they do here.
The general welfare of the whole
“ This climate breeds happiness and state is so intimately connected with
laughter, a natural and appropriate the welfare of thfe forest, that it
reflection of the sunlight, rainbows i-.' of the greatest importance that
and purple hills, and for those who the forest policy he a wise and prac
enjoy such things- there’s Hawaii.”. tical one.
Mark Twain once said: “ No allien
Tlie following offices and institu
land in all the world has any deep, tions have already been organized to
strong charm for me hut that one; direct and control the forestry work:
no other land could so longingly and
The office of the Forest Commis
beseechingly haunt me sleeping and sioner was added to that of the
waking, through half a lifetime, as State Land Agent, and lie was given
that one has done.
Other things charge of all forestry matters and
leave me, hut it abides; other things particularly of the administration of
change, but it remains the same. the funds raised by the special tax
For me its balmy airs are
always on the timber land owners, for tie
blowing, its sownmar seas’ flashing in j protection of forests from fire. This
the sun; the pulsing of its
surf fund is levied upon the owners oft
beat is in my ear; I can see it s ! tiniherland in unorganized townships,j
leaping cascades, its' plumy palms j and is not contributed to by the I
drowsing by the shore; its remote i general taxpayer in any way.
summits floating like islands above j There is also the work of Public j
the cloudraek; I can fel the spirit, Instruction in Forestry for wtliielh
ol its woodland solitudes;
I can tlie Legislature makes but inadequate j
bear the plash of its brooks; in my j appropriations.
Tb.rcug.li this de-!
nostrils still lives' the breath of flow partment, the work of instruction in
ers that perished twenty years ago.” forestry is carried on, not only at

MAINE FIRST TO
SHOW INTEREST

A Re-organization Meeting to be
Held at Bangor.

S ftO O T
AT THE

NEW YORK

Sportsman’s Show
ON FEBRUARY 20, 1915
l.

Watch for the big Sportsman’s
Show Edition of

M A IN E

WOODS

Forms close for advertisements
February 14.

Send in your copy

now and be sure your ad is there.

the State University, but also at
tie Normal Schools and
colleges/
THANK
M A IN
CENTRAL
F T*’
throughout the State, and by means
T R A I N S E R V IC E .
of a summer camp course.
T h is!
board foot and cubic foot units would: cheerful and attractive to the thou
latter course is conducted free of also prove profitable to amall owners , sands of visitors, but will
prove
At a meeting of the Dover-Fox- all tuition, and offers chiefly practi
most
useful
in
keeping
down
till©
in
Tlie area and character of the socroft Board of Trade held at Dover, cal work in forestry methods in the called “ wild lands” which are in sect pests which would otherwise in
January 2, tlbe following resolves'| field for those who cannot afford the cluded in tlie Maine Forestry Dis jur the beautiful flowers, trees and
presented by Hon. John F. Sprague time or the money to take a more trict are fairly well known,
but shrubbery in these cemeteries,” says
extensive course of instruction.
received a unanimous passage.
Mr. Sboffner, whose enthusiasm for
There is also a State Foresit Nur little is known of the character and ! bird conservation has done so much
Resolved that the Board of Trade
are
being extent of the farmers’ wood-lots in to build up The Liberty Bell Club
of Dover and Foxeroft, in meeting sery# where seedlings
A state forest survey,
grown
for
distribution
at
cost
to this state.
assembled this second day of Jan-|
classifying
all
lauds as to their ( to its present large membership,
nary, 1915, hereby extend its thanks prospective planters of forest land greatest productive value,
whether to its present large membership.
Through this nursery
to the Maine Central railroad for in the state.
Mr. Shoffner hopes that the exam
they are best suited for agriculture
its generous New Year’s gift to the Iowners may avail themselves of nat or for foresitry, and what the present j ple of the managment of tlie West
ive grown, healthy stock for plant
people of this vicinity, to wit:
stand on these areas is, would be cf Laurel Hill and the Laurel Hill Cem
ing
waste Lands at a minimum cost.
Its late,sit train arrangements on J
tremendous
value* to the farmer a& eteries will be fell owed by others
the D. and F. branch, that permits I It is with the idea of extending well as to tihe forester.
al1 over the country, and he will be
train No. 88 to Leave Foxeroft at [ this work that the assistance of a
glad to assist any company desir
The
planting
of
trees
in
cities
and
1.05 p. m., and which is
entirely j strong state organization will be
ing
to do anything in this direction.
The Secretary of the towns, a® well as along the new
satisfactory to all interested here.
Imost useful.
“The
work of The Liberty
Bell
highwayisi now being constructed by
.And he it further Resolved that Main«> Forestry Association has an
Bird Club is a beautiful idea,” says
the
state,
is
another
problem
worthy
this Board desires to acknowledge nounced a re-organization meeting,
ol' serious consideration by the Asso the Rev Russell H. Conweli, pas
its appreciation of and gratitude to to be held at Bangor, in the Oh,amb
tor of tli© Baptist Temple, Phila
the Hon. Josiah B. Mayo of
Fox- er of Commerce, on January 22, at ciation.
delphia, who recommends that its
It is I It is hoped that all of the citi
croft for liis activities in this behalf. two o’clock in the afternoon.
mission of humanity be given the
sincerely hoped that this meeting 1 zens will see fit to support
this
same consideration as other mis
will be largely attended by 0 ose in- movement, and will offer whatever
sions.
‘‘Birds," he aserts, “ accord
AU GU STA Y AC HT CLUB
tchested in forestry matters, since help they can toward® stimulating an
ing to their size, are the greatest
the meeting promises to be an in-! interest in the work and making, it
benefactors of the human family, and
Holds Annual Meeting and
Makes foresting one.
of real and practical value.
should be protected by the ones ben
Its Plans for Coming Season.
'■
One of the Important matters to!
efited.
There is no other instance
he taken up at that time is the
in animal life where the combination
F E E D IN G B A S K E T S IN S T A L L E D
The Augusta Yacht Club held its necessity of an increased appropria
of the useful and the beautiful is so
tion for tarrying on the educational1
c'early and so continually set forth
annual meeting Wednesday evening
work in forestry.
This will he used
of last week at the club bouse, the
as in bird Life.
Bird songs uplift
Several
hundred
feeding
baskets
chiefly in extension work among the
meeting being characterized by a
oi.r
drooping
spirits,
quicken our con
farmers and wood-lot owners). There ■u d beautiful rustic bind-houses have
science, strengthen our characters, in
large attendance and a goodly
ashould he demonstration woodcuts in been installed by the West Laurel
moimt of enthusiasm.
The reports
Cemeteries, j crease our vitality, while tt eir cease
every county of the state showing Hill and Laurel Hill
showed the club to be in good con
Philadelphia, Pa., with the advice less warfare upon insect pests which
dition financially and that it had tlie results of thinniingsi and other
would take our crops, enables us to
and
assistance of The Farm Journal
cultural measures.
In this
way
also made a gain in
membership
properly nourish our bodies.
We
Liberty Bell Bird Club in the hope
during the past yean*.
Officers for the practical advantages of forestry
owe them a double debt of gratitude
of
attracting
some
of
the
migrating
forcibly
the ensuing year were elected as for wood-lots can be most
’which it is high, time we should re
demonstrated.
Sample plantations birds to stay there all winter, as
follows:
Commodore, Guy P. Gan
pay with our best efforts to protect
well as to provide attractive homes
nett; vice commodore, Ernest A. should also be established, and praeti
them from harm.”
for
the
regular
sweet-voiced
visit
Gray; treasurer, Justin E. Packard; cal instruction be gi ven in the j
Any one who favors bird conserplanting cf forest trees.
Records! ors of summer.
secretary, Joseph H. Duoton..
vaticn can help bring it about by
of
the
growth
and
development
of
Mr.
A.
L.
Smith,
treasurer
of
the
Arrangements for the
coming
signing the following pledge
and
spring and summer season were talk these plantations would be of sub-j West Laurel Hill Company, and Mr. sending it in to The Liberty
Bell
stantia!
value.
Demonstrations
of
Obas.
P.
Shofflner,
artist,
and
editor
ed over ancl it was voted to start
Bird Club of The Farm
Jo urn at,
the season by holding a club cruise the methods of measuring standing of The Liberty Bell Bird Club De Philadelphia, Pa.:
timber,
and
of
scaling
logs
both
in
partment
of
The
Farm
Journal,
laid
Memorial Day.
The annual regatta
out tlie plans for this work in such a
“ I desire to become a member of
was also taken up and discussed and
way
ais
to
enhance
the
beauty
of
The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The
preliminary arrangements made.
It
A D V E R T IS I N G FORMS
OF T H E
these ideal places for bird sanctuar
is planned to make this regatta the
Farm Journal, and 1 promise to study
S P O R T S M A N ’S
SHOW
N U M B E R ies.
best that the club has yet held and
and protect all song and insectivor
CLOSE FEB. 14.
D O N ’T
DELAY
“ Tlie happy bird families that find
the amount of interest in the ma
ous birds and do vvliat I can for
tter which was Shown at the meet SEND IN G IN Y O U R A D V E R T I S E  a haven of refuge in these cemeter
the Club.”
ies
will
not
only
make
them
more
ing gives a very promising outlook.
MENT.
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the mercury higher than 86 degrees in mesls, While operating any

motor W O M A N

M A I N E W O O D S SUGGESTS CHARGE the shade, and in winter tihe range Ivehicle, shall through smell gross
which j megliigeimoe and -reckleissmes's cause
was from 50 to 70 degrees:,
ISSUED WEEKLY
latter figure is the average for the any injury to any person, whether
FOR
OUTSIDERS
J . W . B ra c k e tt C o .
|year.
In 1907 there were 301 fa ir ! such person injured be a passenger

ENJOY S
IN

F AR

H U N T IN G

LIFE

ALASKA.

At Steward, Alaska, 600 miles nortl
of Sitka, there is one former
Mil
! to fine days; but this was anexcep-; on said motor vehicle or not, where waukee woman f-cir whom tihe winds
Phillips, M aine
tionally dry time.
Sixty inches is j death dees not result from sfuch im- are not too cold or the snows too
f e normal, rainfall which, except for .jury, the one guilty of such gross deep.
L. B. BRACKETT*
In one year she has changed
Business Manager
thr- spring water, imported, is* th e: negligence and recklessness, or of from an office clerk to one of the
only source of
domestic
water j aiding or assisting or
encouraging best woman hunters in Alaska. She
supply;
it’s!
good,
too.
The
soil
is
|
such
gross
negligence
and
reckless- says she is delighted with the climate
OUTING EDITION
work ed every day in the’ year, crop nesls, shall be deemed guilty of a and the frontier life.
patrea .............................................. $1.00 per year
Wakefield, Mass., Jan. 11.
LOCAL EDITIO N
following crop in lively’ order. Just misdemeanor and on conviction there
A year ago .Miss Alice Walsh was
1$ and 16 ............................................. Sl-50 per year To the Editor of Maine Woods:
new, potatoes planted In
October of shall .suffer a fine, not exceeding chief clerk in the traffic department
Canadian,« Mexican. Cuban and Panama stibI am much interested in all your doubtless may b found in New York $1,000, or imprisonment not exceed of the Wisconsin Telephone Company
crlption 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
Onions also may possibly ing two years, or both at the discre office.
numbers, but particularly in that of markets.
t- cents extra.
Eagerly she
awaited the
Janary 7th dust.
That report of the be bought; but the main harvest will' tion of the court.
mail which each 14 days brought a
Entered as second class matter. January 21.
fiSli and game commission is instruc be in March, April and May as of
engineer
Section 2—Be it further
enacted, letter from a construction
19*9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, unde
Celery and lettuce, peas and
tive, and leads me to presume to yore.
#he A ct of March 3.1879,
etc., that nothing in this act shall superintending the building of a new
suggest again that they charge us lemons, banana- "d many other veg be taken or construed to prevent a railroad into the Klondike region. But
etables bulk large.
The wide, warm
Tne Maine]Woods thoroughly covers the entire outsiders one or two dollars to fish
prosecution for murder or mans Hang' - the mails proved too slew, and one
or .Maine as to "Hunting. Trapping, Camp in Maine hereafter—not the
great Gulf Stream stand.- off all tjrost; and ter, in the event of tihe death of day Last January the engineer him
o s and Outing news, and the Franklin county hereafter, but soon.
thousands of natives have
never
Mies
the injured party, when such death self appeared in Milwaukee.
cally.
*
seen snow neither a locomotive nor
i
am
brushing
up
my
kit.
No
doubt
Walsh
forthwith
became
Mrs.
Harry
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
is causled by such injury.
when April' arrives I shall be asking a troiiley car. Get everybody who
and game photographs from its readers.
Mai’tin and fitted out for the journey
from
When ordering the address or vour paper Capt. Billy to take me on “ for better can, go there; tihe l oats sail
to the Far “Month.
hanged, please! ‘give the old as well as new
A,sik Bell, 1180 Broad
or for worse.”
How fast the days New oYrk.
“ I am delighted with, lny first
ddress.
SOME HINTS FOR MOTORISTS
go by! A little more snow, and a way, New York, about it, he knows.
year’s residence,” writes Mrs. Martin
heap more wood, and the ice will
J. C. Hartslhorne.
Attention to Detail Will Tend to Pre in a letter received by her mother.
T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 14, 1915.
go out again.
I’m a game wardeu,
‘‘The climate is fine, even in the
vent Spoiling of W hat Should
now, myself.
severest weather, and the hunting
Have Been Pleasant Drive.
BAD REC OR D FOR M A I N E
Perhaps at this cold,
midwinter
gives us a most interesting diver
season, of the new year, a word or
Leather boots are used on universal sion at All times.
We have suffer
joints to protect the same from dirt. ed none of the hardships of Alaskan
Maine’s criminal* record for 1914 two 'from the land of sunshine and
The boots should not be filled with
included 14 cases where a charge of shade, of palm trees, flowers and
life.
Right now everybody is pre
grease. A little lubricant sufficient to
murder was brought, eight
where bananas will be relished by many of
paring
for winter, as we have our
________
|cover the parts will serve better than
manslaughter was charged, and five your numerous readers. Recent is
Everyone is a! a quantity. If too much Is used it first big snowfall.
where the charge was assault with sue of “ Mid-Ooeau,” the newest and
waiting the completion of the rail
intent to kill.
There was no appar newsiest paper in Bermuda, gives
wasted.
road, which, will be constructed into
ent reason for so many of
such the average temperature a.s 70%. J
When a. car has been standing for j Seward in tihe spring.
cases, but they happened. The pres don’t know how it is with you; I
some time it is advisable to drain
‘That will make travel comparaent year started in with
another put it 100 degrees lower, now, in
float chamber of carburetor in order tively easy.
to get rid of any sediment or water.
murder, at Hudson in
Penobscot Some parts of Maine.
“ In the winter the usual fair i&
When there is a full understand A small piece of dirt or a few drops
county, a woman being shot by u
Strawberries are now in their■prim
beans, bacon and sour dough.
The
ing
with
the
automobile
law
recently
of
water
in
the
carburetor
will
cause
Civil War veteran because sihe could in Bermuda and all sorts of garden
natives are interested in the European
the
motor
to
misfire
badly.
promulgated
in
Louisiana,
undoubted
n’t leave her work at home to at “ sass” plentiful. Two steamers take
The porcelain of the spark plug war and await eagerly the bundle of
tend to some for him.
“ He is al large cargoes of vegetables1 to New ly- there will come in many states the
will sometimes crack and permit a newspapers’ which arrive every 14
enactment
of
similar
legislation.
leged to have been drinking,” says York each week.
More than 600
Louisiana is the first state to rec short circuit within the plttg. This is days.
the account of the affair.
tourists arrived from New York on
often hard to detect unless the porce
“ Today we are busy preparing for
ognize the fact that jmles-per-liour
lain is removed and carefully cleaned.
the last trip of these boats, the
We are
restrictions in an automobile law do The slightest indication of a fracture a hunt 15 miles distant.
Y O R K M AN BEST T R E A S U R E R
“ Ber luda” and the ‘‘Oceana.” The
going
far
ptarmigan,
the
finest
game
not guarantee a same use cf the is sufficient to condemn the porcelain.
latter sails under the American flag,
It lives on the mountain
highways by all of its occupants', and
Ground cork, mixed with heavy bird here.
Maine Has Ever Had.
Leaves Of and is1 largely, if not wholly, in the
particularly those possessing vehicles [ grease, is very often used to advan- peaks, coming down -when there is
fice W ith State's Financial M at
hands of Bermuda business men and capable of great speed.
j tage in rear wheel hub caps to reduce snow.. It is white in winter, and
ters in T ip Top Shape.
capitalists.
She is a fine yacht-hike
It
True it is that the extent of the I raGHng of the axle sha#t dog. Float- the feet are completely furred.
boat of 14,000 tons*, twin-screw, fur punishment exacted in the Louisiana j ,nf axIes using driving dogs are noisy makes excellnt food.
When Hon. Joseph W. Simpson of nished up-to-date throughout, and Is
law for gross negligence and reck when worn. The cork in the grease 1 ‘‘Out next hunting trip will be in
York, retires from the office of the largest ship running on the New
will serre to reduce the noise.
of bear.
The only disagreelessness isi drastic, and includes any
TVhen the roads are wet ft is ad- , ,
.
.
^ ..
,
..
Treasurer of the State of Maine it York-Bermuda ferry.
Round trip
one assisting or encouraging
such vlsable to aroid driving fast over Ial,le featu're <* U,e h“ n*illE
16* •
will be with a record behind
him rates good for six months' are much
The natives
gross negligence and reckLestemess but sharp stones and in car tracks. To tri tothe grounds.
that has never been equalled and it alike on both boats, and rum from
We have
it places a direct responsibility up cut rubber easily one usually wets the ca-U the walk ‘mushing.’
is doubtful if there is ever another $25 upward, first class, second class,
At
on all concerned and Should result knife. The same principle applies to great fun with the sleigh dogs.
State Treasurer who will be able to (and good, too,) cm the “ Bermuda”
conditions
surrounding
the
use
of
present
we
are
living
in
a
bunga-'
in
of speed harmonizing with
make a better showing in the same is less than $20 I hear.
*
low.”
whatever traffic conditions may exist, v tire*.
length of time.
The season is now under full sail; :
The Louisiana law sets an example j
band concerts, hotel dances, golf,
teat at cnee dLspose-s of the unnec-1
C O M M IS S IO N E R
V I L E S A T T E N D  cricket, possibly base bail, and the |
esss-ry and ineffective arrests of mo
ING M E E T IN G .
usual round of social events are in
tor vehicle operators for miles-per- j
full swing.
The hotels' are all wide J
Blaine S. Viles, forest commission open, especially the smaller ones, j hour condition1s' which may have serv
er for the State of Maine left on although the big ones may be a little I ed a purpose in tihe introductory1 of
the Sunday afternoon train for New more conservative now than in times the automobile but which have now
become obsolete and utterly illogical !
York, where he will attend a meet of profound peace.
It should
be
road
ing of the American Forestry Assoc understood that, though the little in permitting the up'-to-date
iation.
Front New York he will go country is under matrial Law, there is vehicle from attaining its economical;
to New Haven, Conn., to attend a no unpleasant restriction upon, norj and time saving possibilities, as long!
meeting of the Eastern Foresters’ withdrawal of any important privilege! as the result is obtained through a
reasonable conduct on the highways, j
Association.
usually enjoyed by the tourist; nor is J
It will be remembered that Mis-!
there a remote chance even, that the
sissippi,
through its Suprmee Court, \
SHOT A LYNX
co n i and shell sandstone hills may;
owners
be knocked over by German shells or decided that motor car
Wednesday evening, a South Free red hot cannon balls.
It’s too far should not be subjected to a double
dom man heard his dog barking and from their base; too near the U. S. j tax, one in the form of a registra
going out found one of his cats dead A.; too mutch to do near home, to tion tax and the other wherein a ve
on the snow.
On looking airound he say anything of the natural defensive hicle was clan'sed as personal prop
found tracks of an animal that looke barriers of sandbars' and deadly reefs erty and its posseesisdr again . made
like a wild cat, and with a party of which envelope the groups, or the to pay in to the coffers o f the comfriends he followed them finding the many big guns which lie hidden with monwea Fth.
animal up a tree. He fired and whe in their rocky casements.
Now Louisiana comes forward with
the animal came down it proved to
Draw a lime 850 miles due south a thoroughly up-to-date automobile
be a monster Canadian lynx.
from Halifax, N. S., and another cxne law, concisely worded and directly to
800 miles due east of Charleston, S. the point and still insuring safety
S O M E T H IN G IN N A M E S
C., and at or near the meeting point to all occupants of the road or visit
you will have the latitude and longi ing severe penalities . to those who
The registration of guests at the tude of Bermuda.
At any rate, act inconsiderately to others.
Preble House, Portland, the other Gibb’s Hill light on the southwest, or
It is' such sensible state legisla
evening, was much in the line of St. David’s light on the southeast tion to regulate automobile traffic
colors.
It is the .first time in the corner, will tell you when you get that is bringing about a. just rule of
memory of the proprietors when so there.
A little Schoolboy was trying the highway.
It is to be hoped that
many men whose surnames were to locate the Bermudas; be failed to other States, seeing the wiseness of
those of colors had been guestsi at do so; the teacher put the pointer on this law, will be quick to follow
one time since the hotel has been the dot and said:
“There they are." this lead..
under the present management. The Ghi, well, said the lad, “ J saw that The New “ Rule of the Road” as Ap
coincidence is worthy of attention. ad the time, hurt I thought it was a
plied in Louisiana.
The first man to register in the gen fly Ipeck.”
Om any large map they
House bill No. 343.
Act No. 237,
eral colicr scheme was R. E. Green c«o appear insignificant; in fact, there by Mr. Marcliand.
of Boston.
He was followed a short ire only 19. square miles of land in
To punish gross negligence and
t;me later by D. D. Black of Bos the whole bunch, but they bulk recklesis'ness on the part o f any
ton.
Mr. Black had been register large in value as producers! of ’ tat ere person or persons operating, or aid
ed but a short time when D. C. and onions, bananas and Easter Lilly ing or assisting in operating, or en
Brown, also of Boston, affixed lids bulbs, owers, and (in private gard couraging the one operating to gross
name to a page in the register. A ens) many strange fruits.
When negligence and recklessness, in oper
little later E. B. White of Richmond, everybody from
states gets there, ating any motor vehicle, wherbey
who had registered the day before, there will be about 2J,000 people on any person is1 injured through, such
called for his room key at the 20 square miles o,f land, two thirds gross negligence and recklessness,
desik.
They were all hotel guests of whom will be colored, amd a fine and death does not result from such,
of F. M. Gray, the manager of the lot they surely are.
injury.
house.
Another striking feature of J Do I like Bermuda? Well, I should
Section 1— Be it enacted by the
the general color scheme was th e ! say I do!
It will be 38 years next General Assembly of the State of
fact that a second Mr. Brown was/ March since I discovered this ciharm Louisiana that if any person or per
also given a room, and the bell ing place; have visited there many sons use gros*s negligence and reokboy suggested that perhaps it was times since then, and once lived there lessnes, and all persons aiding or
another shade of Brown.
2Vz years.
On no summer day was assisting, or encouraging reckless-
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REPORT OF MOOSEHEAD HATCHERY

}ne cent a word in advance. No headline or
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FOR S A L E — Edison Dictating
ahiae. In first class condition.
tvire at Maine Woods office.
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MAINE WOODS

Frequent Examinations Are Nec
essary to Assure Oneself
It Is in Condition.

The annual report of G. A. Fal
coner, superintendent at the Moosehead Lake hatchery, which
was
Conducts a first class job printing department
JFOR SERVICE—Registered
White
filed
Monday
with
the
commission
Chester boar.. Don Ross, Phillips.
SIM PLE METHOD OF TESTING
or inland fisheries and game, shows
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
that
no
landlocked
salmon
eggs
were
FOR
SALE—Two handsome tluor- All Cars Shoujd Be Equipped W ith
taken at this hatchery during
the
ottghbred, rose combed white Wyan
H y drom ete r and Syringe, W ith Di
past year.
Two hundred thousand
dotte cockerels, weighing nine and
rections
on
How to
Use
eggs were received from the Ray
ten pounds.
Will make price right.
It— Proper
Quantity
of
L. C. Phillips.
Phillips, R. F. D.
W a t e r in Cell.
mond hatchery; loss to time of hatch
ing, 500; number hatched, 199,500;
It is imperative that the ownerWANTED—A capable,
trustworthy driver give his battery that share of lc'ss froir time of hatcllM1S t0 time
boy or an elderly mtaai to do Chores. attention which it merits. He must of planting, 74,500; number on hand
Five head of cattle and horses. A examine it every ten days if it is used
]je wintered, 15,000; number plant.
. ,
good job for the right party. Albert for starting and lighting purposes
It is most important that each cell ‘8d’
These fish Avere plantE. Kempton, Phillips,
Farmers’
be tested to see if there is enough ed in the following waters:
Jphone.
liquid in it. The electrolyte evapo
Piper pond, Abbot, 3,000; Spectacle
rates quickly, and sometimes a cell
.PRICE of shovel handle blocks, will be half empty at the end of a pond, Monson, 3,000; Brassau lake,
winter and spaing 1915, X X blocks, week, if there is much touring done. Somerset county, 5,000; Chesuncookj
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
84 cents; X blocks, 60 cents; No. 3 Distilled water must be added. This lake, Piscataquis county, 5,000; Pleas-!
blocks, 24 cents per dozen. Ames water can be purchased in gallon bot- ant river, Piscataquis county, 3,000;
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
Shovel & Tool Co., D. G. Bean ties at any drug store, at a nominal Wilson pond, Greenville, 2,500; Cflear- 1
price. A gallon will suffice for several wat8r pond) Attean, 1,500; Crocker;
agent, Bingham, Me.
months.
pond, Denistown, 1,500; North brook,; } dummies and prices on request.
The meUiod ot testing your battery
gaMi, brook. Lily
Is a Simple one, says Motor Age. If ,
_ nnn _ A
„
Siberian Tigers. •
you have been running your car sev- ^
a’00°; Kast k'r(>ok’ Saud-V ^
One is apt to regard the tiger as eral weeks or months and have not JMoosehead lake, ->,000, "West brook,
essentially a native of the tropics; tried your battery you are courting bandy bay, Moosehead lake, 5,000;
and many readers will be surprised trouble which the battery may not Hospital Cove, Moosehead lake, 10,to learn that this ferocious animal show for several months, but which 000; Harvard’s point and
cove,
is found as far north as icy Siberia, will be sure to affect it sooner or Moosehead lake, 12,000; Big Houston
where it has become a distinct spe later. I f you have not been testing j po n d j Piscataquis county, 3,000; Duncies (Tigris amuriensis) remarkable your battery because you do not know r
Jaclouan, 2,000; brook, and
for its great size, the beauty of its fur how to do it, the sooner you learn
•
_
and its immoderate love for human how the better. Your car should be I(oves» Northeast Carry,
Moosehead
flesh.—Wide World Magazine.
equipped with a testing hydrometer Ialco, 18,500, brooks and coves, N o r l
#
and syringe, together with directions west Carry, Moosehead lake, 20,000.
*
on how to use it. Both the hydromeTwelve thousand land-locked salReady to Go to Work.
"Let me see," said the editor to a ter and the syringe may look formida- |mon Were wintered at this hatchery
the wlinter of 1913. 1914. ' One
new acquisition, a graduate of the ble. but they are not. It is nearly as duri
to handle them as It Is for the
,
college of journalism.
"I hardly simple
, ,
.
.
..
.
. „ thousand were lost during the sumknow what to put you at.” "Until you doctor to place a thermometer under
decide,” replied the man, “I’ll sit down your tongue and take the temperature mer ar,d the balance were planted in
*
! the following waters: Square brook, j
and write a few leading editorials.” — of the body.
If you are afraid to try testing your tributary to Moosehead lake, 10,000; j
Topeka Journal.
battery the first time, then the next Nortl brook, Lily Bay, 260;
East [
best thing is to stop at your garage, j Brook, Sandy bay, Moosehead lake, 1
or at the battery repair depot and ob- j 250 ; Whitcomb brook, Greenville 100; |
FOXES W A N T E D
serve the workman there while he Northeast Carry, Moosehead
lake,
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or youngr. Also spends five minutes doing the job.
200; Northwest Carry
Moosehead
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
There
named animals at all times o f year. _ W rite or You will find it very simple.
wire wl’ at you have to offer, stating lowest Is nothing mathematical about It. You lake, 200.
price. Fur farmers wanting stock Should write
No square-tailed trout were taken
don’t have to be a chemist; in fact,
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS.
there is nothing difficult from start at this hatchery during the past year.
Clarence H. Knowlton of Hinghaxu,
In the Arms and the Man match
Dover. Maine
to finish. It is nearly as simple as in- Four hundred thousand were receiv- just shot at the Y. M. C. A. galler Mass., formerly of Farmington, con
Tel. 64.16
bating a tire and using a tire gauge £d from w H 1Unvs of Wesft Bux- ies by the Bangor Rifle association tributes to a recent number of the
to see that you have the proper air
, ..
~
^
, •
7
.. .
,
.
, 1ton and from the Sprung Trout Farm team, the remarkable score of 993 American Fern Journal a very inter
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE pressure, but it is much easier work.
Adding distilled water is in reality » f Augusta, eggs that the state par- was made by the team, which is esting description of the ferns and
JOUR CATCH GF RAW FU Rs IF
OURjBAITS ARE USED. With each all you have to do, providing you have chased; loss to time ot hatching, said to be the best score ever made their allies in the southern part of
He says in part:
bottle we give a written guarantee, started out with a new car and bat- 46,495; number hatched,
353,515; hm a Maine team. Two of the mem Franklin county.
and if not satisfied your money will be j terv. The distilled water is added loss from time of hatching to time of bers made perfect scores, that is, 20
"My own acquaintance has been
returned. We must please you or lose with a syringe. Each cell should be planting, 22,615; number
planted bulls-eyes each out of 20 pilots each, largely with the siettled parts of
money.
filled so as the plates are covered. 331,000.
and the others were not far behind. the county, especially the region
5000 BOTTLES HAVE A LR E A D Y)
The score:
L. S. Shiiloott 200; E. around my old home at Farmington,
BE£N:SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP A good way to do this is to fill the
These
fish
were
planted
in
the
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY j cell to the top, and then draw out a following waters:
M. Sylvester 200; F. H. Gordon 198; where I did my first fern collecting.
little from all of the cells after they
BACK.
_________
Extensive collections of ferns have
Little Wilson pond, Greenville, 10,- L. S. Ghilcoht, Jr., 198; L. W. Som
are filled. It rarely is necessary to
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
also been made in this) region by
add anything but distilled water 000; Wilson lake, Greenville, 5,000; ers 197, total, 993.
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
H. W. Jewell and A. H. Trundy of
The result of the shooting for the Farmington, Miss L. O. Eaton
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm throughout the season. If your elec- Lower Wilson pond, Greenville, 5,000
of
ine, wolf, fox, Ivnx, opossum, martin, trolyte shows too great a "weakness BLin(.i, r owi pond, Blanchard, 15,000; week ending January 9 in the Nat
Chesterviilile,
and
Miss
Kate
Furbish
then
the
battery
man
should
be
con
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
North pord, Elliotsville, 10,000; Bun ional Rifle association match, Ban
sulted.
of Brunswick.
This article sums
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
ker
pond, Shirley, 5,000; Ruby pond. gor vs. Louisville, Ky., the Bangor
If
it
is
impossible
to
get
distilled
up
their
work,
as
well as my own,”
For ’.uring muskrats only. Price (100water, rain water collected a few Blanchard, 5,000; Thanksgiving pond, men shot as follows:. L. S. Ghilcott,
150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
He then speaks of the location
minutes after the shower has started Blanchard, 5,00.0; Doe pond, Blanch 198; L. S. Chillcott, Jr., 198; L. W- where several of various species
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150 will do equally well. The rain water ard, 5,000; Sober: lake, Sebec, 15,000; Somers, 196; E. M. Sylvester, 196; of ferns have been found by him or
collected at the start of a shower South brook, Sandy hay, 15,000; Whit F H. Gordon, 193; total, 981. Ban
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
is generally filled with foreign par comb brook.. Greenville, 25,000; Hunt gor now leads in its ela,ss, and has the persons spoken of above, and
TRAIL SCENT
after speaking of several species of
For making trails to and from sets. ! ticles from the roofs of buildings, etc., brook, Sandy bay, Moosehead lake, excellent oh anises for winning.
the Equi&etum (horsetail) he goes
and
should
not
be
used.
In
case
rain
Very powerful odor.
Economical to ,
15,000; North brook, LGily bay. Moose
water is not available there are many
In the Y. M. C. A. pool tourna on to say that Franklin county seems
use. jPrice $1.00 postpaid.
head lake. 5,000; Big Houston pond,
3 Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00 distilled table waters that are entirely Piscataquis county, 10,000; Scboodio ment, the winners for the week end to be a paradise for Lycopodium (the
satisfactory'
for
the
work.
ing Saturday were as! follows:
F. club mosses) and tells of finding di
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
---------------------[hike, 15,000; Master man cove, MooseMONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY
Campbell and Paul Freese won by vers species in Farmington and near
ON ROBBERY | head lake, 15,000; Moosehead lake, default; Robert Morse won over by places.
OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT PUTS ACHECK
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE
-----------1near Rock word, 5 000; Baker brook,
The following summary shows in
Charles! Phillips; A. Russell won froi
SULTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.
Device Promises to Put a Stop to the |-tributary to Moosehead lake,
15,brief tiie number of ferns and fernC
V.
Jaquiflh;
i£erne
Beverly
won
Activities of Thieves Who Are So
; 000; T omhegiam Stream, tributary to
from Edgar Lovejoy.
The next set allies mentioned:
Pernicious in Cities.
Moosehead lake, 15,000;
Socatean
Species Varieties
will be played between Paul Freese
brook, Moosehead lake, 15,000; Rum
26
7
and Verne Beverly, and A. Russel Polypodiaceae,
A new device for protecting automo
pend, Greenville, 5,000; Big Green
6
1
biles against robbery has been in
Equiseteceae,
vs. F. Campbell.
O
vented, and promises to put a stop to wood pond, Elliiottsville, 10,000; OnOsimundateae,
3
At bowling Saturday, the high
the activities of the thieves who have awa lake, Onawa, 15,000; in brooks
2
4
Ophiioglossaeeae,
■i d Jewett cove, Moosehead
lake, scores were made by L. J. Keyes,
been stealing so many cars.
4
8
Lyicopod'iaceae,
The new contrivance has a power and along south shore, Spencer bay who made 192 in the bottle pins, wit Isoetaceae,
1
ful born attachment with a weird and 35,000; Deer Island, Little Green Is an average of 190; and 114 with
FOR
unusual tone. As soon as the automo land and in Carry brook, Aroostook candle pins.
GUNS A N D
19
47
Total,
bile stops the alarm is set automat county, 35,000; Little Houston pond,
FISH-RODS
Robert McCann won the six potato
"Those botanists who have collect
ically, and if anyone jumps into the Piscataquis county, 1,000.
nice and the Pirates defeated the ed elsewhere in northern Neav Eng
William F. Nye is the great machine and tries to steal it the horn
No land-locked salmon eggs have Braves 11 to 10 in the basketball land will miss several species from
will set up a fearful noise the mo
est authority on refined oils in the
ment the wheels begin to turn, and beer taken at this hatchery tills year league in the gymnasium Saturday. the foregoing lisit.
As only about
world. He was the first bottler; has
will not stop until the car comes to but o,000 square tailed trout eggs The game was an exceptionally fast a third of the forty-eight townships
the largest business and NYOIL
a standstill. No thief would be dar 'five been taken.
one. The Tigers and Pirates are now in Franklin county have been exing enough to jump into a car that
is the best oil he has ever made.
tied for first place, both having Won ■plowed botanically, it is not for me
would make itself so conspicuous.
one and lost none.
The Braves' and j to say that such plants as Pelliaea
NYOIL
Fuzzy silk sweaters are quite the
The new invention is proof against
Athletics
both
have
a
percentage of at ropurpurea do not grow within its
HAS NO EQUAL.
carelessness on the part of the chauf latest fad. They have sashe,s and caps
nothing, having lest one each and limits.
If there is any limestone
to
match
and
come
in
popular
colors.
feur, because the moment he gets out
Beware of scented mixtures called
a r e i n the unexplored sections it
of the car or stops it the alarm gets
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
A full model coat of black and white won none.
where a light oil is needed. It pre
into position, and will give forth its zibelline is silk-lined throughout and
The game next Saturday will be is more than possible that there are
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
several other species. Further than
noisy blast unless the combination is has a convertible collaf and dust
tion.
sleeves.
It also has a cteep pocket between the Athletics and the Pi this there are such quantities of
readjusted.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
rates.
This device will be a boon to own which is most convenient.
fern vegetation everywhere in woods,
your firearms and your rod. You will
ers of cars whose chauffeurs are in
A new luncheon basket has a drop
find it by far the best. Hardware and
every
At present, the Braves1 are lead pastures,- and swamps, that
the habit of going out joy riding. A front and a drop back, which make it '
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
|
opportunity
is
afforded
for
those
enbottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
chauffeur on a joy ride is liable to easy to get at. All of the fittings are ing in the number of points for the jthusiasts who are interested in the
in trial .sizes at 10 c. Made by
drink too much and becomes very care of aluminum.
athletic contest, with 278. The Ath
l’ernal variations.
I have found it
less, but with the horn alarm on his
For the willow luncheon hampers j letics have 276, the Pirates 231, Tig
W M F. NYE,
a m op interesting region, and I hope
machine there can be no chance for one may get covers of enameled duck
For next Saturday, the i it may be visited by other fern colwhich tit closely and keep out the ers, 161.
a thief to slip away with it.
New Bedford,(Mass.
ilectors.”
dust while traveling in the country.
event will be the rope climb.

i
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Rifle Association Team Makes Abstract of Interesting Account of
Ferns and Allied Plants
Score of 993
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Protector Kirby of BrainardsviMe ton Gun Clubs, tlie Chicago Athletic
their lodge over anti around
the
warning beacon.
Then in order to makes report of a colony on Redford Association, tie Sportsman's)
of America, the Hamilton
pju()
The reports received by the Con circumvent the trespassing beaver, Brook.
Raquette Lake District Protector |the Illinois Athletic Club, and the
servation
Com mission show that the men put up a wire fence so the
heaver are multiplying rapidly and beaver could not get into Nioholl’s Lynn of Raquette Lake makes a de South Shore and other country clubs
are ta.king possession of their an yard where they were cutting pop tailed report of numerous colonies- in working in unison as an allied orga®.
Thereupon the wily his territory, showing over 250 beav izatioai to make the event the ^
cient heritage in many
different lars for food.
His roeord of lo ever.
animals vindicated the assertion of er inhabitants.
sections of the Adirondack®.
In township
Colton District—Protector Smith, of a scientist who said that “ beaver cation is as follows:
The Southern Handicap was award
Colton reports three colonies in his apparently depend more upon reason 40, two colonies on Bowlder Brook, ed to the Memphis Gum Oliuk, a-nd
territory of tine Raquette River coun and less upon instinct than do the one on Beaver Brook, one on Otter will be fihot in April; the Western
majority of the forest folk.” They Brook, two on Brown’s Tract In Handicap to the Missouri Athletic
The Herald (N Y) Dispatch says: try.
stream, Club, to be shot at' St. Louis and
Cranberry
Cake
District—Protector
piled wood against tlie fence and let, one on Brandeth Lake
The heaver has- been restored to
one on 'JVIari.cn river; in township 41. the Pacific Coast Handicap to tu*
his favorite 1aunts, the Adirondacks, Hand of Cranberry Lake records one easily climbed over into the forbidde
one colony on Cascade Lake stream, Pastime Gun Club, to lie d'lot at
by means of restocking and effect- colony on Grataee River below the territory.
Mr. Hoffman
says the
Brown's one on Shallow Lake stream, one San Diego, Cal1., dates of both tlie
ive protection, according to the re- '.reservoir; one colony on Cranberry
Fugle latter to be selected by the clubs
Tract Lumber Company is glad to on Cranberry Pond, one on
ports- of systematic observations of Lake lnlieit> one
011 Bi,g
see the beaver restored to the Adir Creek, two on Two Sistersf Pond,
protectors an<i others received by er a" " ! ‘sign® in tlie town of Webb,
on
In Ills opinion they do in township 39, two colnoies
the conservation commission. These t -rag bail District Protector Andie ondacks.
north
branch
of
Shingle
Slianty
no
great
damage
except
in
rare
investigations show that tliere are ot Froghan reports two colonies .it
U<dav between 1,500 and 2,000 beav- Sunday Lake; one at Stillwater, eases where they become so tame stream, one on East Pond; in town
ship 36, one colony on Big Salmon
er in the wilds, which the Iroquois Heaver River; one at Francks Lake; as to invade summer camp groves.
Lake, one on Carey Pond, one on
(lien
field
District—
Protector
Van
Indians' called “ Koh-sa-OTHra” “ The one at u^ r end ° lf Watertown light
on
Flat
Beaver Hunting Country,” and whose alul P°Wer
two ou West Branch Snyder of Glen field reports the beav- Rack Pond stream, one
Bottle
Pond
one Fish Pond, one on
ownership was challenged by th e1Gswegatohie RHei.
All ‘ good siz- er numerous in his section:
Canadian tribe, styled in derision by e:1 0'°h nies with large houses.
Also colony at 'Mud Hole Pond, one at stream; in township 35, one colony
t Ire Mohawks, the ‘‘Adirondacks,’’ a few 1)ieaver scattered in various Little Pine Lake, one on Pine Creek, on Looso Pond stream, two on North M r. Spencer Has Observed Herd of
places, without permanent habitation Jone on Crawford’s Fish Pond. Pro Bay Brook, Parked lake, one on Up
the “ Tree Eaters.”
About 30
tector Quirk of Pulaski reports that per Sargeant Pond; in township 34,
The Adirondacks to-day are again as -vet"
two
colonies
on
Utawana
Lake,
<
no
entitled to their old Iroquois name,
horestport District Protector Bel- lie has not learned of any beaver in
He (has information on Loon Brook; in township 6, one
for they’ are rapidly becoming the linger <* Forest-port reports three Oswego County.
That immense herds of caribou
Creek, colony on Marion River, two on Souit
country for the beaver, although this colonies on the Bleak River; one at of one colony on Crooked
such
a« years ago roamed tlie wild
Inlet,
one
on
Bear
Brook;
in
town
LewisCounty,
one
mile
from
south
favorite fur bearing animal is n o , Fayuta pond; one, three miles above
longer persecuted by the
trapper k'nos* where they have built a dam, end of Stony lake, and one colony ship 3, two colonies on Hess Pond, lands of this state and constituted
and hunter.
one on th« Stillwater below North east of the
noth end of Stony one colony on Fifth Lake, one colony a picturesque part of Maine's anion Seventh Lake, two colonies on mal life will within a few
The Legislature of 1903 appropii- Lak^ one colony on north branch of Lake in Independence River.
River; in township 4, two col01,1
R is
^ope and
District__Protector
aled $500 to begin the restocking North Lake; one colony on second
Gloversville
of the Adirondacks with beaver and Stillwater above Honondaiga Lake on Masten reports that “ the beaver onies on Falls Pond, two colonies on 0' W1 *the
OI ma,ly 01 <<*
onee on
Summer |stat€ gan,'e offici'a,lfl as Uie r^ t of
in 1905 three pairs were liberated., ^ C a n a d a Creek, several colon- made several visits to Pulton Coun Mitdhell Pond, on
numerous reports which, have been
Oiie pair wais given their
liberty ' HS on Lidiain R i 'erAlso reported ty,” but found no permanent colon Creek, two on Indian River.
St. Gegis District-W iLliam Bump, received from bunting guides and
on a small stream
enering
the ' - protector Ball, one colony on W in-,
possible that the few
a carteaker of tlie Brooklyn Coopre- game wardens in tlie northern pan
scutli branch of Moose River, where Bniie * on<l; one on Little
Black beav<?rj,n that section are “ hank
the St. of the state and along tlie Canadm
another beaver which had escaped *( 1oek* *'\o on I win Lakes streams, Jdwellers, asthe animals, when
dis- age Company's tract on
Herbert Spencer, warder
Regis
River,
reports
the
lieaver
be border.
from the Woodruff preserve
had t.iree on Big Wood bull streams,
turbed by or not yet aeustomed to
located
in
the vicinity of the St.
coming quite numerous around the
built a dam.
Tlie other four were
Fulton Chain
District— Protector civilization, do not build lodges.
John
waters,
was a visitor at the
Tt
n-Mile.
Henry
House
of
tlie
liberated on the northeast Inlet of Ball of Old Forge enumerates
and
Keene District— Protector SeckingRiver, office of tiie commissioners at Hie
Big Moose Lake, but moved over locates no less than 79 colonies, with ten, Elizabethtown, reports in Sep Five-Mile Camp, St. Regis
State House and his story correborat
into Beaver River, 20 miles to tlie 76 dams, inhabited by 223 beaver. tember a beaver
colory at Hull’f found several families of beavers on ed the reports that have been oceAider
Brook.
northeast, to begin housekeeping, j Tlie beaver locations in Mall s di*-j Falls, town of Keene.
On December
ing in for the last two years. M
r.
Litchfield trict are:
Old Forge Pond,
Big' 10 he reported discovering a new
During 1905 Edward H.
Spencer
states
that
this
winter
h
*
liberated about a dozen beavers in Spring Creek, First Lake and marsh- colony which has constructed a dam .
HALF-CASH PRIZE FOR AMATEUR has observed a herd of about 30 of
liis preserve near Big Tupper Lake, es, Second Lake, Third Lake, Fourth about 75 feet long,
and
flooding1
SHOOTERS.
! t: e animals which is staying aroiac
and several of these escaped into Lake, Fifth Lake, Sixth Lake, Sev- about 25 acres, on Gates (’ reek. The]
a certain section of tlie Maine ssk
enth
Lake,
Eighth
Lake,
Cedar
Creek
adjoining preserves.
animals have built a lodge 15 feet j
Association
Decides to j of the St. Lawrence river.
Tue
In 1905 there was reperted to tlie Black Mt. Greek, Eagle Creek, Lim- in diameter accommodating 10 to 12 ! Interstate
Continue Policy T h a t Made
variety
is
known
as
the
w
oodlan
d
Fish and Game Commission the ex- egiln Creek, Red River (mostly bank beaver.
Sport Popular.
! caribou which is not ch&racteriied
istence of a “ small native colony of heaver), Nick’s Lake, Dry Lake (not
by the- wandering; and migrating pr^
beavers, tlie last of
the reniants dry now, flooded by beaver), Moose
Building M an y Dams.
of tlie original stock, inhabiting tlie River (bank beaver), Hellgate ('reek,
Representatives of more than a pensities of the Newfoundland cari
Six years ago Mr. Spencer
waters northeast of upper Saranac Indian Spring Creek, Inlet of Big
hundred
gun clubs were in atten bou.
Lake Pleasant District—Protector!
saw
a
herd of six or seven of the
Lake.’’
That year the commission i Otter, North Branch above Fulton Howland of Speculator, reports beav dance at tlie two-days’ session
of
placed a “ conservative estimate of |Chain, Rondax Lake, Snake Pond, er very numerous- in bis treritorv. On j the Interstate Association- for
tlie animals and be believed that those
tlie beaver in the Adirondacks” at Chub Pond, Constable Pond, Queer Miami River, two dams with at least Encouragement of Trap
Shooting which lie had seen this winter anwhic:.
about 40.”
Lake, south and west branches Reav- 20 lieaver at each, and a third dam I at the Hotel Aston, New York. F. related to the same herd
having been unmolested, has bwi
In 1906 the Legislature appropriRiver,
G.
Drew,
of
New
Haven,
Oonn.,
was
building in September o* that river: j
rapidly increasing.
He frequent’)
aled $1,000 for continuing the re
one colony on Mill Brook, two large re-elected President; T. E. Do-emus,
finds antlers of tlie specie* and las
stocking of the Adirondacks
with
Losing T h e i r Fear of Man.
dams on Whitney Creek. To support |°f Wilmington, was chosen vice-presi
a large collection of the same it
heaver and the following year 17,
the first dam, th,e beaver have built dent; Elmer E. Slianer, of PittsMaine game officials arc
were obtained from Yellowstone Park
J- Gilbert Hoffman of
Fulton a dam half a mile below, becking up burgh, Penn., was re-elected Treasur l.is camp.
sportsm<.n have some doubt as to
and distributed.
The
commission Chain, finds that the beaver are in- the water to it that distance.
T l.e }er a,nd Mana* er’ as ,ie has be®n for
the herd is a remnant of
gave the beaver census that year creasing rapidly in various sections first dam floods the stream one mile. the past twenty years, and E Rt-cd !
those which were willi u-s man)
at 100.
lie has visited.
He found a colony ()n e small colony on Mosey
Fly Slianer, also of Pittsburgh, was again
years ago cr whether within receti
In 1904, about the time tlie Statelet Bed House Chain and others restream.
Om-e large dam on outlet selected as Secretary.
of New York began its work of re-!lx 'rtetl by protectors.
]n that ter- of Spencer Lake, with back water
After a long discussion the mem years they have encroached on the
Maine borders from New’ Brunswick
stoeking tlie beaver to his native j ritory the intelligent animals have
or two miles, inhabited by at least bers decided to continue the iiolicy
habitat, an authority on ‘‘American j apparently lost most of their natural 200 beaver.
of
half-cask
and
half-trophy
for
tlie
Maine’s former herds of caribou
Large colony and dam
animals” recorded in his book the |fear of man.
A beaver
dam on
various
handicap
events
in
which
1
were
not as might be supposed, er
on north branch of Saeandaga River, I
sad* fact that “ the beaver is
no<w j Eagle Creek which caused the flood- with 30 to 40 inhabitants.
as
this bad terminated by shooting, but left tb«
Beaver i members participate,
nearly extinct in the United States.” ir.g of the 'highway, was torn down
in September were building a new proved so popular as to make the i state for some reason which wSt
Much general interest has been dis- under the direction of Protect! r Ball
the probably remain a mystery.
Som?
dam on Samson Lake outlet
and j trap shooting season of 1914
played in the wt rk of restoration in The beaver insisted on invading Dr.
Jmost sucee-ssfui in the history
of attribute tlieir disappearance to the
colony is established there.
this State and tlie
Conservation Niclioll’s property on First Lake.
the a asp elation.
, fact thal the cutting of timber or
Long Lake District -P relector But
Commission is hajppy to say
that Protector Ball placed a lighted lant
Chicago was selected asi the place i large scale deprived the animals
popular co-operation hais made the ern in a lodge of the intruders, but ler of Long Lake reports at least Ifor the shoot ing of the Grand
A- i t.he source of tlieir moss whirl
task of protecting Castor canaden they refused to take the hint to 30 beaver in his section. He makes! meric an Handicap in the third week . was their main dependance for food
this observation of especial interest
sis a comparatively easy one.
move on, and industriously extended
tc tlie trout anglers: -‘The people oi August, 1915. William E. Phillips, Another theory is that the greatly
living in this section think the beav of the South Sliore Country Club, of increased nuanlier of deer made Me
er are doing fine and are glad to •that city, pre&emted the claims o f iu the Pine Tree State uncongenial
the j to them.
It may be needless to
see them back.
They tell me the ( liicago and announced that
;
United
States
War
Department,
the
Isay
that
the
officials will do alii*
heaver are a protection to our small
Department, their power to make the
present
streams containing trout, because the j( ity I ark and Police
I had all issued permits for “ Shoot stay of the;
desirable
animals
Krbeaver builds darns and floods tlie
ing over the waters of tlie lake." nianent.
marshes back of the dams. This
|The tournament will be held in Grant
makes it hard for the fishermen
to
Park, one hundred yards from the
fish all the pools and give® tlie
heart of Chicago’s! busiest section.
trout a chance to grow.”
pwith a 700-foot front on the shore
Newcomb D istrict-Protector Bissel: line aild a d,m h (>f 200 fpet
Ten
of Newcomb repcrts two large col-1 sets of trap,9
be plaCed on tl,e
onies in tlie town of North Hudson, , stri,p . The affair ^
be
bv
one colony in the town of Minerva the Chicago, Riverside, and Evansand four colonies in the town of _______
Newcomb.
iiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiHiiitfiifiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiimHuiiiiiiiiiiinil
Plattsbuirg
District— Prot ec to rs
North and Kirby report frem PlattsLight, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
burg that they found a “ good sized
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
colony” of beavers on Smith’s Kiln
Brook, town of Saranac, Clinton
• 434 Congress S t.,
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
M rs. M . V . Whidden
County.
Tlie a,aimaks have built a
|
P O R T L A N D , M A IN E
family or a splendid big rich one for
of vSebec Station, Maine, would
dam 35 feet long, flooding an acre.
not k eep house without
| Erected in 1911, and positively the only 1
the birthday party.
Protector
Riley of Plattsiburg
Fireproof Hotel in the City
“
L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
learned tuat the colony whiclli had | Elevator Service. Private and Public i
W onderful for pastry, too, and just as good
She has learned what other
|
Baths
and
every
convenience
for
the
comestablished itself near the mouth of
for bisoi its, hot rolls and bread.
thousands know—the splendid
| fort of gnests including
the Ausahle River last spring had
tonic effects of this medicine—
Goes farther— a help in household economy
1 HOT A N D COLD R U N N IN G
th rough the stomach— on the entire
moved up near Ausahle Forks.
system.
Read . what she says:
1 W A T E R A N D LO C A L A N D
— because it is milled by a special process

BEAVER THRIVING
IN ADIRONDACKS

Locations

of

Beaver

Now Between 1500 and 2000 Little
Animals In Northern Wilds.

BELIEVES CARIBOU
ARE BACK

r

Cakes Like This!
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Catering
Up state”
State” FFolks
o lk s !
mg to “ up
THE
NEW

CHASE HOUSE

from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. G ood grocers like

to scl1 W illia m T e ll F lo u r
c.
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McK e n z i e

t r a d in g c o .,

P h i l l i p s , Ma i n e .
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SHOW
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T IO N O F F E R S T H E B E S T C H A N C E
EVER TO T H E H O T E L A N D CAMP
P R O P R I E T O R S OF T H E S T A T E TO
A D V E R T I S E FOR T H E I R S U M M E R
GUESTS.

LONG
PH ONE

D IS T A N C E
IN
EVERY

TELE
ROOM

| SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS
= American Plan $2.50 per day, npward §
| European Plan $1,00 per day, npward

= L,tt*r* of losoirr rwrdln* r»t.« .t*., promptlyuawmd
| H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMKLEIN. f
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“ I w ish to write a word in nrabe cf ‘f.
K .’ A tw ood ’s Medicine. We
used it
in our fam ily a long time, and never intend
to be without a bottle in the house.
Consider it a wonderful stomach remedy.
(signed) Mas. M, V. WiunoSN
A trig bottle posts only 35c at ymir
d ealer’s. If you have never tried
this medicine ask us to send you a
L ib e ra l T rial bottle— K K K E >
L. F.” Mcdi i C o., Portland. Me.
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the range at which this targets are
used.
If you will compare the 20 yard
target with the 50 yard target, you
will also find the same kind of a
discrepancy as for instance, the 8
ring on the 50 yard target is 8
inches in diameter; at 20 yards
it is: 2.72 inches in diameter
and at 10 yards it is but 1 inch in
diameter.
These sizes ware deter
mined at the time when .44 and
.45 calibre revolvers were the most
popular arms and as the edge of
the bullet counts and not the cent•er, the -44 calibre bullet goes in
much further in proportion at 20
yards or shorter range than it does
at 50 yards.

INADEQUATE
QUARTERS

A BIRD REF U G E

One

in
From

A Miserable Armory Handicaps
Company G.

Fairfield,

Conn.,

Protected

Intrusion— Houses

for

Songsters.

Within the limit of a 5-cent fare
of Bridgeport, Conn., with its 115,000 inhabitants., isi a quiet place of
10 acres of hilly country, set apart
for birds and entirely given over to
them.
This bird reservation has been
placed under the friendly qaire and
protection of Mrs. Mabel
Cisigood
Wright, author, for it was through
her .fondness for birds and her labor
for them that the place came into
existence. It has teen named ‘‘Birdcraft Sanctuary” from the title of
Mrs. Wright’si first book about birds.

When Daniel I. Gould recently pass
ed his examination for captain of
Co. G, N. G. S. M., he was asked
by a reporter:
“ Would the examination have been
any more severe if you had been a
civilian applying for a commission in
the regular army?”
“ Well,” he answered, “ it was just,
about as rigid as a,n
examination
Readers! are reminded that
this
could be made.
It was the same
5. Would above give results com
column is open to questions which paring favorably with the Colt P. P.
type one would have taken for the
d
regular army-—a tremendously thor
should be sent to m© in care of Target or similar much more expen
The first precaution necessary to
the Sporting Editor, and to discusi sive weapons? If not. why?
ough probe, both oral and written.”
The
"Then why, if so high a standard safeguarding was the building of a
sioos by the readers on anything con- li & R claim to use the best steel,
R E I N D E E R IN D U S T R Y H A S DONE
is demanded, do we hear about the cat-proof fence about the whole
aeeted with hunting or target shoot- j etc.
place.
TJre strong wire meshes .ex
M
U
C
H
T
O
W
A
R
D
C
I
V
I
L
I
Z
A

inefficiency of the national guard?"
inf—A. P. L.
I 6. Do you not consider Mr. Walter
tend below the gre und, where it is
Captain
Gould
thought
a
moment
There is one lesson which is) be- j Wimams, the English expert, the
T IO N .
firmly anchored, five feet up into
and replied:
■Eg driven home
with, great fo rc e 1world's greatest all-around shot?
the
air, where the top is
turned
“ Because the enlisted men don’t
to the minds of intelligent people j 7. Do you agree with Mr. Winans
back
away
from
the
grounds,
prstay enlisted long enough,
as a
a’l over this great country of ours, and the late Chevalier Paine in re
“ In 20 years the reindeer industry
ventimg
any
animal
from
surmount
rule, to become thoroughly trained.
sult hat is the importance, or raither; gard to bringing revolver or pistol
has made the Eskimos of Alaska
It takes years to make a good sol ing it.
the absolute necessity,
of
placing up instead of lowering on target in
civilized and thrifty men,’’ says the dier out of a raw recruit; and it is
As a visitor passes along on© of
these United States in such posi* usual fashion?
United States Bureau of Education
impossible to train the national guard Fairfield’s carefully kept roads, he
tion that min and devastation such I 8. ^Whioli of the armies at war is
in a bulletin just issued.
to a high state of efficiency when comes to the historic old “ Pulpit
as aremnow visiting the nations) or Igenerally consideredthe most
proThe reindeer industry began in its personnel is constantly changing, Rock,” on the summit of which is
Europe utay be kept
permanently j ficient in arms?
term our shores.
I 9. Do you not think that practice Alaska in 1892 when the Bureau of however much the commissioned of a rustic structure which years ago
! was used as a pulpit on bright warm
How can this be accomplished?
with a .22 rif'e at short range is Education imported from Siberia ficers may know.
The object of the im
“ And yet this is hardly the fault |Sunday mornings, and the bird res
Two paths are open to us. Univor- practically as beneficial at making 171 reindeer.
Fa) peace with arbitration for all dis-1 one a good marksman at long dis portation, according to tl’e bulletin, ot’ the enlisted men; there is little ervation is right at the foot ‘o f this
The gateway is of granite,
was to furnish a source of supply to hold their interest or attention. rock.
putes. agreed to by every nation, o r , tances a>s though a
longrange
representing
an old English cathed
Take,
for
example,
the
case
of
Ban
for
food
and
clothing
to
the
Eskithe possession of means for defense i rifle is used as the targets are of
If there was a warm and com ral tower in miniature. In the top
rowerful as to render us safe from 1the same size to the eye of the he- pios in the vicinity of Beluring Strait. gor.
This importation was continued un fortable armory— better still, a of one post of tb© gateway are to
attack.
|holder at the varying distances?
Universal peace! The idea appeals j io. Have you ever noticed that in til 1902, and a total of 1,280 rein small building that could be used as be found eight complete and separ
to our highest and noblest senti- a Stevens •Pistol that
Winchester deer were brought from Siberia. There a clubhouse, with reading room and ate apartment houses for the birds.
mpnts.
It Is an ideal worth striv- .22 cal. L. R. ammunition appears are now 47,266 reindeer distributed baths— a fine military institution |The other post is much lower and
Not only its top is hollowed out, forming a
irg for, but it cannot become a fac- ro expand more and that some force among 62 herds, and 30,532 of these could he built up there.
would the very best class of young j high and safe drinking basin and
tor in the lives ot men until the hunecessary to remove
exploded are owned by the natives.
men be attracted, but they
would bathing place for the birds.
cm race has reached a much high-j cartridges?
This industry has given to the
er stage of mental
development! n . Do you think the U. S. .22 Alaskan Eskimos not only food and stick until they learned the job ol
Just within this gateway is an
than it has attained or is likely to j cal. L. R. as accurate ais the same clothing, but a means of transporta being soldiers—which, as I have said, artistic low structure, or bungalow,
fitting go perfectly into its surround
attain for many, many generations.
size of any other make?
Do you tion superior to dog teams. Instead D a labor of years.
“ A city of Bangor’s size and im ings that it may seem to have grown
I have used of being nomadic hunters eking out
Universal peace appeals to us al think them cleaner?
portance could, with adequate mili there.
This bungalow is the home
so from a material standpoint.
It them, and think they are.
a precarious existence on the vast
tary quarters, easily support
two of the caretaker, whose province it
1. If you mean absolute accuracy ur timbered lands of the
would be cheap! No navy to Support
Arctic
companies of infantry—yes, and per is to keep all bird-land well guard
in a machine r©s>t, I should
sav coast region “ the Eskimos,” accord
or army to pay!
haps a machine gun company and a ed and well supplied
with food.
barrels ing to the Bureau's bulletin ‘‘Now
If you wish to see just what un “ Yes” although individual
signal corps’—instead of but one There are many little bird-houses' on
would of liav-e assured support and opportun
iversal peace would be like at our from the same maker
company, as it has now. Mbreove: ; or near the bungalow, and lunch
ity to acquire worth by the stale of
present stage of development, take course vary somewhat.
the personnel of the several compan ■counters, too, ail ready to
serve
.
Almost
all
expert
shots
use
meat and skinsi to the white man.”
New York City, for instance,
and
ies would be splendid, and
t eve m©ais of com, crumbs, Suet, seeds
abolish its police force with
one the 10-inch barrel pistol. A sf'ortThe reindeer industry is carefully would be a long waiting list.
o" nuts at any hour.
fell swoop. Would you like to liv e ! er length barrel gives nice balance,
‘But what kind of quarters have
guarded.
“ No native is permitted
there then? Certainly not.
but of course the distance between
On going through the wire fence,
we?
An old barn of a building,
Wliat is true of individuals
Is 1sights is smaller.
It is very hard |j lJ
®y 'person Ith e r without the slightest suggestion of 1 one finds the nesting places of cat
true of nations.
Those uareason- to say just which would be better ! n,a e reiIKleer to ai . pe conveniences and so dilapidated it birds and thrushes hidden in the
“™ s
low bushes near the ground.
Sud
iig waves of emotion which sweep to start with as so much depends thain a n‘ative of A!raska'
don'e- thl8 bulletin state*, “ lest can’t be heated properly—a place un denly a peabody bird darts out from
over man and make him lie or cheat on the individual’s peculiarities.
fit for horses, Let alone human be
white
men
deprive
the
natives
of
3. Yes, v©ry good.
If you can
or steal, also sweep over nations
ings. Under these conditions, it b a bush at one side and flies to a
average
that,
you
would
be
classed as their reindeer and destroy this great
aid cause wars.
discouraging work trying to build up nearby tree, where he can watch the
native
industry
which
the
Bureau
an excellent Shot.
As I have already said, universal
an efficient-company.
Young men callers) as they follow the winding
4. I see no reason wily if proper of Education has in the last 20
peace is an ideal worth
striving
have
no
enducement
to
enlist, anf trail down to the pond, where the
ly adjusted this arm should not give \ears built up and fostered.”
fo>- but in the meantime let us do
those who do seldom stay long en water birds may build in the rushes
good satisfaction.
’There are birdThe reindeer service is an integral Ougi: to make good soldiers. W j o1* the tall tangles.
ou” best in the way of
adequate
H & R would give excellent part 0f the educational system cf
protection.
Should they?
We do pretty well 1houses of all sjizes and kinds fasten
service considering its price.
the Bureau of Education for north l think, to turn out as good a com ed to the trees, from on© small enThis country was at one time real
6. There are so many classes of ern and western Alaska.
The dis pany as we have; and cf
course rough for the tiny house-wren to one
ly a nation of marksmen, but in
s'-ooting it would be difficult to de- trict superintendents of school are there are some wtho like military i large enough for an owl or a duck.
spite of the popular belief it Is so
ide who is the best all-round shot. also superintendents of the reindeer j drill, and are willing to endure all ! There is food everywhere.
Suet is
no longer.
Mr. Walter Winans, who is an A- service.
tied to the branches and there are
kinds
of
inconveniences.
But
it
is
The United States was horn be
toerican, Icy the wav, is one of the
Promising and ambitious young nat i a pity that the wretched quarter largo lunch counters on the ground,,
cause of the shooting ability of the
best,
ives
are selected by superintendents ! spoil our chances of having a fine sheltered from the weather by a
Colonists and Great Britain is prov
7. For slow fire target shooting
These
as apprentices in the reindeer service battalion here—am ensemble of cit thick shield of cornstalks.
ing at the present time that if a
it is of course immaterial as to
encloslures
resemble
a
tent
with
theizen
soldiers
of
which
Bangor
would
receiving 6, 8, or 10 reindeer and tb
wan is already familiar with
fire
whether the revolver is brought up
front thrown open to the warm sun..
c'c«e of the first, second and third b< proud.
arms and has some ability as a
to the bull’s-eye or is lowered down
“ Why are there only 120,000 rather On this snug floor are to h© found
years, respectively, and 10 more at
s'mt. he far outdistances the absol
to it.
For quick work it is prob
inadequately
drilled men in the Nat sand, cracked com; and nuts. There
the
close
of
the
fourth
year.
Upon
ute novice in the race to become
ably better to bring the revolver up
States, are berry-bearing trees and shrubs in
the sfatisfactory termination of his ional Guard of the United
a good soldier.
Since the citizen
to the mark, as in this way an un
when
there
ought
to
be
three
mil large variety which furnish the birds
apprenticeship, the native becomes a
apahie of quickly becoming a sold
obstructed view of both, the sight
For
the Iwith many a favorite meal. Besides
herder and assumes entire charge of lion, perfectly drilled?
ier is the' mainstay of this coun
and the bull’s-eye is procured
be
same reason that Bangor has one the pond of running water provided
a herd.
try's protective system, second only
fore the sights are in alignment.
company
When it might have three by the city of Bridgeport, there are
in the navy, it behooves every loyal
8. From the very unreliable ra
or four--lack of adequate
quarterns. rocks hollowed out and kept filled
citizen to become a fairly proficient
pt
rts
which
so
far
have
appeared,
Bangor
isn’t
the
only
city
with a with water.
shot.
t h e French seem to he best on the
wretched armory, although I think,
Although part of the mission of
Light Field Artillery and the English
all things considered, ours is rat’ • the “ Bindcraft Sanctuary” is to in
i t]ie use of rifles.
er an extreme case.
It is my idee terest and to instruct the people of
QUESTIONS A N D A N S W E R S .
that the federal government
mig 1 the
9. Practice with a .22 calibre rifle
surrounding
country in re
well build and equip national guard gard tj> its bird life, its primary
at a short range is of immense ben
$ S., Hartford, Conn.
armories, leaving the individual state object is the preservation of native
efit for work at longer distances.
1 Do you consider the Stevens
to pay their running expenses—heat birds-, both for the sake of
It does not, however, give one prac
their
Off-Hand Model, Pistol with 10 inch
ing, lighting, and general
upkeep. |beauty and their stag and because
tice or experience in judging wind
barrel as accurate as any pistol upThen we would have a national guard of their economic value.
o’- weather conditions, which play a
In order
"n the market?
worth while—and, although 1 don’t that the feathered tenants of tibe
very important part in very long
2. Do you think a 10-inch
barwant to pose as an alarmist, it might sanctuary homes/ may be left in- per
range rifle work.
rf’ gives as grtod results in the hand
some day com© in pretty handy.”
10. I have never noticed this.
fect qu-iet during the nesting sea
ljf a fair shot as a shorter length in*
It has been suggested that Co. G. son, the grounds will be closed to
11. This is a matter for you to
Opposite State Bouse, Boston, M itt.
*Meii the balance is
necessarily
engage the big hall in the new th© public in the spiring and early
decide.
Offers room with hot and
More even?
Morse building.
As there is hu' su: mer.—Christian Science Monitor.
cold water for $1.00 per day
2- Is a score of 88 for a comparand up, which includes free
one drill a week, the hall could be
C.
D.
U.
H.,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
ative beginner using a Colt P. P.
use of public shower baths.
used for ether purposes, and it would
Tlie U. S. R. A. has- issued a 12
Special Target .22 at the standard
he
a wonderful improvement upor
Nothing
to
Equal
This
in
New
England
yard pistol target for use of those
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’S SH O W E D I
yd. target good work?
the
company’s present
quarters.
who
cannot
get
a
20
yard
range
and
Rooms with private baths
A Do you think a H. & R. PremProbably something will be done a- T IO N O F F E R S T H E BEST C H A N C E
for $1.50 per day and up;
ifr, .22 cal, revolver with a Lyman members of the association are al
suites of two rooms and bath
heut the matter.— Bangor News.
lowed
to
compete
for
percentage
EVER TO T H E HO T Z L. A N D CA M P
b'ad No. 16 and trigger pull redurfor $4.00 per day and up.
medals
on
these
targets.
to 3 or 4 Iibist. would give good
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
P R O P R IE T O R S OF T H E S T A T E TO
Comparing the dimensions of the
satisfaction?
The H & R
CfomStrictly a Temperance Hotel
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C
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FOR
T
H
E
BIG
SPO
R
T
S
P&ny states that they can
make rings on the 12 yard target with
A D V E R T IS E FOR T H E I R S U M M E R
Send for Booklet
M A N ’S S H O W E D I T IO N OF M A IN E
ab°ve alternations if revolver is to those on the 20 yard target, they do
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not appear to be in proportion to
used a© a single action.
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Representative Herrick was called oai one son, W. D. Qudmby, whose kind
for brief remarks regarding the work ly care and tibouigihtfulnies,s for wife
ings of the Legislature. • Ttlie' re- and mother was a touching tribute to
mainder of the time was occupied In her beautiful character.
She also
discussing the Fisih and Game laws. leaves to .mourn her los<s one sister,
Another meeting is to be held Satur Mrs. Geo. Snowman and three broth
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
day night, January 16, and a special ers, Alvin, Chancy and Dm cry Haley
effort
will he made to have as many and several grandchildren.
A re delightfully situated on shore o f Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
guides, lintel men, and all who are
Funeral services were
conducted
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
interested, present. Remarks
r>e- j i<r(>in the late home, Rev. H. A.
biles. being a distance o f 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
garding • the laws and proposed |
officiating. Mrs. Albert Carlradius of four miles furnish the best o f fly
(Special Correspondence)
fishing the whole season The house and
changes were made by the following j ton ajnd jyjtss Muriel Hoar sang,
camps are new and have all modern conven
ILamgeley, January 12.—Hiram Ellis guides and citizens: Sylvader Hulkiences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
mh,e bearers were J. A. Russell, s.
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
of
Portland,
a
former
resident
of
ley,
B.
B.
Herrick,
Qhas.
L.
Harn-1R
McCard, Lyman
Kempton and
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
Ram/geley was calling on friends in den, David Quimby, J. A. Russell, ,
k Porter.
town the past week.
Geo. E. Russell and H. A. Childs, j
Jackman, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.
Write for booklet.
Maxal and Richard Grant v$ere re This question is of vital interest to! The floral tributes were many and
cent guests of their aunt, Mrs. C. this community and the citizens are i beautiful and included the following:
Mr. aind Mrs. C. H. McKenzie, and
M. Cusbrman.
earnestly requested to be
present
Mrs. S. J. Bangs, pink and wh4fc
Preparations are in progress f o r ; and
tllie cause.
carnations;
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
ladies’ night, which will be celebrate
Friday evening occurred the aiir'f
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
Huntoon,
white
carnations; Mr. and
January 27, by thee K of Ps.
nuiail election of officers of Entwistle
bow long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you
I Mrs. A c L. Robertson, Mr. Isaac
A son was burn to Mr. and Mrs. Lodge i. O. O. F. No. 146.
The
Oakes, sweet peas; Mr. and
Mrs,
Linton Hoar, January 7.
officers were installed by7 D. D. G.
Albert C. Dunion has moved from M., George W. Grover, assisted by l David Quimby, white carnations; Mr.
E. D. D. G. W., W. S. Toothaker, both and Mrs. James Matlhieson, carnations
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut tine Geo. Yourng house to W.
and narcissuses; Mr. and Mrs. Em
Twombley’s.
rates to all during October and November. 1 will also
of Phillips.
The following were in- j
ery Haley, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Pease,
Mr.' aaid Mrs. Geo. Snowman have staille
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
to serve for the
ensuing |
white carnations; Mr. and Mrs. H
returned from Portland, after spend year:
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
N. G., Lowell D. Nile; V.
A. Furbish, ealla Lillies;
Dr. and
ing the holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
G„ Phaneas L. Tracy; R. Seo^ ;’ a |Mrs. c s _ Stuart, carnations; Mrs.
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine Janies Wentworth.
H Corey; Fin. Secy., H. C. Riddle;
Mrs. Wm. Grant left Tuesday for Treasurer, L. J. Keinptcn; Warden, Mertie Hairnden, Mrs. Dora Huntoon,
a visit with relatives and friends in Geo. W. PilLsbury; Cor. Wm. Toon-1Mrs. Edna Porter, carnations; N. H.
The G arry Pon d G am ps
I Ellis and family, white roses; Mir.
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will Portland.
Hinson; R. S. N. G., Ives Hinkley;
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
and Mrs. E. B. Herrick, pink carnaMiss
Geneva
Ricker
of
Livermore
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps,
L S. N. G., Melvin .Nile; I. G. Er
RANGELEY, MAINE
;tion,S; Mr. and Mrs. K. W. Oakes,
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some Falls is the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
ie Quimby; O. G., L. A. Cooksou;
moose and bears. Write for information to
white carnations; Mr. and Mrs. G.
H. A. ChildiS.
HENRY J. LANE,
R. S. :S., Guy Brooks; L. S. S., Goo.
white carnations; Clara
Mr. and. Mrs. Isaac MitcihietLl and M. Kempton; Chaplain, P. A. Quim-,IA. Proctor,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
^ . „ . ,
»
rcj.
P.
A. Qudmby,
,
,
Quimby,
Quimby, Addi|
Addit* Richson are enjoying a 10 days’ trip to by; R. S. V. G., Coe E. Toothaker;
____ Af
___J
, __ T,
ardson, Prudence M. Richardson, pink
Portland.
Mrs. Margaret Pratt is L. S. V. G., Jesse E. Nile.
OTTER POND CAMPS J
After
carnations; W. D. Quimby aud family
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish caring for the two oldest boys.
the installation several members were
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
pillow roses; George Oakes, calls
Mr.
and.
Mrs.
J.
Sherman
Hoar
John (Barville's Camps GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
called on for remarks and a banquet
lilies; Mr. and Mrs. Janie®
Wal
have
moved
to
the
building
next
to
at S p rin g L ake
Caratunk, Me.
was served in the hall above.
worth,
white
carnations;
Mr.
and
the pos toff ice which has been fitte
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
l Tuesday evening the newly elected Mrs. George Snowman, white camare most charmingly situated on the shores of
up
for
occupancy7
.
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
officers of Summit Rebekali Lodge tions; Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Russell,
purest of sprinjr water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
Mias Mona Loomis resumed her
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
. ,.
, ,,
„ . ,
et „ „ w7ere installed fcv D. D., Mrs. Norton white carnations.
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt duties
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
at
the
Central
office,
after
a
’
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
, ,
assisted by Mrs. Luce as M., both of
;
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only two weeks absence.
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. 50 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
A meeting of the Sunday « , * * * .
N. G„ Lunette Ross;
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
summer resort. Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere teachers was held in the Ladies’ Par- *Ym
<’ airie Russ< 11, 1. N. G.,
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
The lesson for Mertie Coiims- Chaplain,
Fredella
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M_ Huntington. lc-M onday evening.
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
W. Va.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
the evening was in charge of Mrs. j Souie’ W * Mabel €aSe-‘ Con- H*lein
S. B. McCard.
The next meeting Raymond;
Sec., Florence Bridgwill
be
head
in
two
weeks.
!ham;
Fin’
Sec”
Alice Hi'n kIey; Treas
RANGBLEl TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
Blakeslee Lake Camps
On Rangeley Lake.
George Young has been in poor Annie Tomlinson; I. G., Minnie CusliJOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
horoughly modern. On direct automobile UeaM, the past week.
. man; O. G., Maude Brooks; R. S.
A famous resort for anglers and hun Troute.
Tavern all year. Lake View House
It is quite common for boys from
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and July 1 to Oct.
Mrs. Margaret Morphy lias sane I
^ ^ J ^ l t h e towns and cities of Massac**.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
N .H . ELLIS & SON, Props.,
to WaMhaai to. spend the remainder «
Avie Raymond et.e to come down to Portland »
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
of the winter with her daughter. Her
’
' * ■ g ., a le Raymond.
^
,
Raugeley, Maine.
Maine.
At the close of the installation cer- !lhuiU bea,rs
Indians.
Bat
many Ramgeley friendis gave her a
emony a delicious banquet was serv-, ^<>r
nw>st Part we have
oeen
post card shower Tuesday.
PLEASANT ISLAND GAMPS
W E S T
E N D
E. I. Herrick was at home from ed consisting of cold meats, escab ! fcrce<1 to disappoint them as we do
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
loped potatoes, cake and coffee serv- no* have many bears and our Indians
—Best of hunting—Special rates for Augusta over Sunday.
H O T E L
Ghas. M. Gush-main is spending a ed by the refreshment committee, are °f the s‘OI't that are found in
June, September, October and Novem
Annie Wolf, Bertha Willbur, Garrie imost of the so-called centers of tee
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. ber—W'rite for Booklet
; few days with liis family.
Wilbur.
n
effete East.
! 'Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Dalton HaLey and family are occup
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
Portland,
Maine
Miss
Katherine
Nice,
Miiss
Gladys
Now, however, we have a chance
|mg the Sprague cottage.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Richard Herrick suffered a severe Gllman> Mrs. Myron Whitcomb took for a regular bear hunt.
A really
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport RANGELEY LAKES
ill turn recently, but is now able to llillILer at ^ ork GamP8 recently and truly bear has been seen roaming
Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. Write
men. All farm, dairy products, pork forCamp
Saturday the above ladies with Miss around the outskirts of our city and
free circular.
j attend school.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
Mrs. F. B. Colby and Miss Beat Muriel Hoa-r and Mrs. Albert Carlton,, anyone who wishes to go out ami
ing us to serve only fresh wegetabies,
hunt him may do so. Except that
rice are visiting Mrs. Colby’s mother enjoyed a trip to Spotted Mountain.
meats, butter, cream, eggs. etc.
VIA RUMFORO FALLS
Mrs. Henry Badger has been ill till ere is a bear we know little bo
at Somerville.
*
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine Fly
American plan. Send for circular.
far about this Portland bru-iin. He
Mrs. Lyman Hun,toon, accompanied with tonsillitis the past week.
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
Miss Bessie Lamb is boarding with has bitten no one and has shown
by her husband and son, H. O. HunUpper Dam, Maine.
^
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
no disposition to lunch off any of
toon will- enter St. Barnabas hospital Mrs. Fred Hink lev.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
Mrs. Daniel l-reneh was in Phillips jt ie 'human kind, bu* that may be be
! fox treatment.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
‘basttrout fishing in Maine.
DEAD RIVER REGION
Onier Ellis of ChesterviHe is the 1uesday to attend the funeral of cause he is not hungry7 or has noi
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
The Sargent.* Up-to-date in every
been provoked.
guest of Ills sister, Mrs.
Verne Mrs. Eliza Fmch.
particular. Maine’s idea) family vaca
Several couples enjoyed an imfor- ^
Pill-sb-ury
We think we may7 assume that if
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
OLANANICHE LODGE.
Axe,! Tibbetts
F ree-!1113* £*ance
at ^lie44Tavern
Grand Lake Stream , W ashin gton Co.. Me.
Axel
inm eus, Emerv
rmieiy Hailev
naney, Tree
nnnn.ntn.n
v
^recently aid„ anyone subjects this bear to any ioCuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
W orld wide known for its famous fishing, section
m:m TiUbetts, W. E. Tibbetts, W i l l / — » «Pi*>rtl.n«y to see some of
„„„ _
vacation and hunting country.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
dignities be will -urn and rend
N o rw a y Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Hack^tt, H. A. Look have been at IV~'e n,ew dances as sliown by Mies
Most attractive situation in Maine. G ood
person after the traditional manner
Kennebago
recently, getting the |(,‘ lma:n>
conducts classes through
.
.
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From th<*re one can take steamei to
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
winter’s work done.
! tke winter’
to
hd8( k,ind’
notl’ W1* t0 *
*n y part o f the laue territory. The best hunt
AND LOG CAMPS.
fa g . fishing: and vacation section o f beautiful
James A. Mathieson wa,s in A u g u , - 1 f o r
a few weeks i'deWPed in way of 8ava* ery or VM»
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
in April and may conduct a clas® |cloUsne&8’
Note « iat we sa>' vora'
R O SE , Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
i ta Die past week.
MRS.
F.
B.
BURNS.
ciousuesis, not veraciousness, for we
April 1st.
Mr. Scribner, who has been employ here at that time.
Ernest Bennett o,f 'Wilson’s Mills take the voraciousness of this bear
eel by M. D. Tibbetts the past month
for granted just as we take for grant
has returned to his- heme in Portland. was in town tine latter part of the
ed the veraciousness of those wiio
week.
A jolly party tendered Miss IsaF. N. Harris returned home from have reported seeing him.
! beLle Russell a surprise party Sa-turT-ewi-ston
the latter part of
th-e
But we would throw out one word
! day evening the occasion being to
week.
•
He
was
accompanied
by of warning to those in Massachuse
celebrate her 14th birthday. Ga-me-s
and music comprised the principal en his daughter, Miss Lucille, who has tts or elsewhere who may desire to
ter tainfluent. Refresh men ts of candy t,een a<ttending Lewiston High school.: COm e down here and join, in a bear
and app-ies were served.. Mis® Isa-i
hunt.
They sihould come at once
belle received many
appropriate
Commonly bears crawl into their den
S' gift®.
OBITUARYThose presort were Miss B.
at this season of the year and oliew
L. Jones, Miss Lina Weeks, Rel a ■
spruce gum and suck their paws un
Hoar, Racbel H-un-tcon-, Ethel Philbrick, Marion Wilbur, Persis Carlton-,
MARY ELLFN OAKES
til milder condition® prevail.
Look around and ^ee if you haven’t some Fire Arms, Adon Hoar, Clinton Hoar, Arno SpilSo far the Portland bear has not
ler, TiiOrn-ton Eastman,.
acted
in the matter of hibernating,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham Mis® Gladys Gilman and friend, The community was saddened to,
Mrs. Myron Whitcomb of Haver’ ,Mi, iea.rn of tie death of Mary Ellen but if he gets
or diacouimock or something else you don’t want.
ieturned home Monday,
alter a wife of Geo, Oake-s which took place ! aged, he may crawl into his hole
week's tarry at the Tavern.
at 'her late home early
Wednesday Then it would be of no use to bunt
( r e of ti e most succ-ossifr-l of the morning after a brief illness of brom-1hin.
Tti view
• _ of- tins'
^
in
jrossibd'Uty.
Men s League suppers was held Sat- c]i,j,a] pneumonia..
Although Mrs 1him.
we
urge
a
-l.I
to
do
their
hear
hunting
unRy Digit in Russell toll.
By Oakes bad been in delicate health
Iinvitation a number of ladies were j for n),amy years the end was a shock early.—Portland Press.
We have sold things for others, and we can’ do the ! present by kind invitation and att^r to her many friends.
Ian excellent supper, enjoyed a fine
Sh> was peculiarly happy in her
First Introduction of Artillery.
ta-k given by Mr. Albert Zaehariah.;]loane ii,fe, ever cheerful and faithful
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
In the reign of Ixiuis XIV bronze
on his native land, New Zealand. Mr.U o its many duties and a kindly
kindly j cannon were used. Canvas cartridges
Address, Classified Department,
Z.n lu.i i<b
certai.i l.v \c !l ore pai v>orc} and pleasant greeting made a and grapeshot first appeared. The
' " '’' f u v Prcsent greatly app-ret ia,t- i,arg6 circle of friends for (bier.
howitzer and mortar were evolved.
od
4 0 p'5,ul“ ge of " e ""'‘S
a’ out. Mrs. Cakes \Va® the daughter 0f )Explosive shells were introduced into
M AINE WOODS,
the faraw ay land.
The fish siory’l, the late Wm amd lv0/uise HaIiey alu, Dutch and English armies. About the
at
the conclusion cf the talk was j wae barn in, Ran geley nearly 67 years year 1700 W!1Iiam 1,1 recognized the
-highly entertaining and a’ Fougb c ag0 and -’ ,as always made her home *Towing ^Portance of artillery, and
Phillips, Maine
organized bis guns into regiments with
number of well known guides were ’ jiere
, permanent gunners. Heretofore men
present no one ventured to beat it.
She is survived by a husband and I had been detailed as needed.

WILL CELEBRATE
LADIES’ NIGHT
Many Interesting Matters Discussed
At Men’s League Supper

Are You Going 'Hunting?
THE

YORK

EXACT

COST

CAMPS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F KS H I ft! G

URGED TO DO
HUNTING EARLY

BIC RESULTS
F R O M S M A L L AOS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

